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EDITORIAL 
Editor: Mrs Pat Toulmin 
Northbrook                                                             Assistant Editor:  
4, Briery Lands                                                      Jonathan Toulmin 
Heath End                                                             Tel: 01789 731332     
Snitterfield                                                              jonathan@toulmin.info                    
Stratford on Avon                                            
CV37 0PP                                                      
Tel:   01789 731332                                                ACTC website : www.actc.org.uk 
pat@toulmin.info                                                                
 
 
I start this editorial with a plug for the 2011 ACTC calendar. There are 13 photos of 
classic trials, representing most of the classes. Featured drivers/ riders this year include 
Dean Partington, Colin Biles, Bill Bennett, Tris White, Yoshi Adams, Colin Perryman and 
Dave Haizelden. Featured trials include the Clee Hills, the Northern, the Cotswold 
Clouds, the Lands End, the Ilkley and the Edinburgh. 
 
By post to my address above it is £8.00, please make your cheque payable to the 
Association of Classic Trials Clubs. 
 
However we will be selling them at the finish of the Allen Trial on the 28th November, 
where you save the 50p postage. We will have a float available but it would be helpful if 
you have the correct cash. 
 
Recently I have had some of the misconceptions surrounding our sport challenged. 
Firstly that trials are very unpopular with walkers. Jonathan went and photographed on 
the Edinburgh Trial this year at Litton and Excelsior. At both locations there were 
walkers who had no problems with the trial, but at Excelsior there was one group of 
walkers who had never heard of the trial before. They stayed and watched for about an 
hour and Jonathan said they had great time. Certainly one of Jonathan’s photos show 
them enjoying themselves, with smiles all round. 
 
Secondly, trillaing is an old man’s sport… as you will read in this issue we have some 
great contributions from ladies and two of them are young and new, competing on their 
first classic trial. OK they are the daughters of classic triallists, but even so it is great that 
they want to take part.  They both took part on the Ebworth and really enjoyed the event. 
 
I spoke to Rachel Allaway at the lunch break and she agreed with me that ‘the ladies 
delicate right foot’ is an advantage…. (could tell you a story about me on the Lambs 
Leer Trial….) 
 
Thanks also to our other female contributors, both of them very bravely competing on 
sidecars! 
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W hen does a class 7 car 
modified beyond permitted 
limits become a class 8 
Special? At the moment, this 

has been just a philosophical point with 
the only guide being that the wheelbase 
and floorpan should remain as original. 
ACTC has decided to put together a 
points system to clarify this question. This 
is NOT being done because we think 
there is a problem with any of the current 
cars – quite the opposite in fact; there are 
a couple of cars running in class 8 for 
which the case for being in class 7 could 
be argued but whose owners choose the 
freedom that class 8 allows. The current 
idea is to use a system vaguely similar to 
that applied by VOSA when carrying out 
the SVA test to determine whether or not 
to allocate a Q Registration to a kit car. 
The intent is NOT to use their system as it 
stands, so don’t panic. The idea is that 
each major component of the car will be 
allocated a points value; For example an 
engine may have 3 points, a gearbox 2 
points; Front suspension 1 point; Rear 
Suspension 2 points; Wheel diameter 1 
point; etcetera. We would place a limit on 
the number of points that a car can accrue 
and still stay in class 7. So, if ACTC were 
to set a points limit of six, that would allow 
you to change the engine (3 points) and 
the gearbox (2 points) giving you 5 of your 
6 points. You could then change the wheel 
diameter (one more point) but not the rear 
suspension as the two points would put 
you over the limit and move the car to 
class 8. All the values have yet to be 
worked out, so it will be a little time before 
the system in implemented. As there is no 
real problem at the moment, we can afford 
to take the time to get it right. 

The benefits of online debate were shown 
at the September ACTC Council meeting 
when consideration was given to the 
possibilities of allowing Quaife diffs in 
class 1 and to splitting class 1 at 1400cc. 
Everyone at the meeting was already 
aware of the arguments and so it was a 
simple matter to summarise what was 
what and simply to allow the clubs to vote 
on what they wanted to do. Job Done, no 
messing about. The fact that the 
assembled delegates wanted neither the 
fancy dif, nor the additional class is neither 
here nor there. 
 
The new Quaife busting diff tester was 
launched on the Taw and Torridge Trial 
and did not find any dodgy diffs. It worked 
well, but we did learn that for it to operate 
properly, competitors must ensure that 
their tyres are hard before then go on the 
rollers so please think about this next time 
you find yourself as the subject of this test. 
This does not mean that you can “get 
away with it” if your tyres are soft. Quite 
the opposite. It more likely means that you 
will be accused of having something 
dodgy when in fact you haven’t. So blow 
your tyres up or risk having your 
reputation reduced to tatters. 
 
Since the organisers of our sport have 
decided that limited slip differentials 
should continue to be a no-no in any form 
and in any class, the search for a strong 
but free unit continues. There is 
knowledge within the sport about how to 
do this, but the problem seems to be how 
get this knowledge out of the garages 
where one competitor or another has 
resolved the issues for his (or her) own 
car and make this knowledge available to 
those that don’t have the engineering 
skills or understanding to do it themselves. 
If the sport could get into conversation 
with one or more of the LSD 
manufacturers to see if a free version of 
their strong differentials could be make 
available then I believe that the problem 
could have a resolution. 
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T he AGM and Council meeting of 
the ACTC held at the end of 
September went well with a fairly 
good attendance. The only 

problem is that there is so much going on 
motor sport wise these days that there are 
always clashes. It was a fairly long 
meeting with lots to discuss. Thank you to 
all those who attended.  
 
One very important matter for all clubs to 
note. The MSA have made some changes 
to event grading which will be written into 
the 2011 ‘Blue Book’. As there were some 
areas needing clarification it was decided 
that all ACTC championship events in 
2011 must continue to be run to a National 
B permit. So actually there is really no 
change. 
 
I have had my year’s lay off from classic 
trialing and had a run on the Edinburgh 
trial. I enjoyed the trial and the new 
sections but I did not enjoy all the delays 
and hanging about. We were 27th car on 
the road and still ran over two hours late 
at one point. Pity Litton Slack had to be 
cancelled, I don’t know why. Bamford 
restart was high and difficult, we moved 
forward a little and then slid sideways, I 
dropped back a short way then drove out. 
Putwell was unbelievably rough, even in 
my Troll, must have been very difficult in a 
saloon or sports car. I enjoyed the Clough 
Mines and Dudwood hills, more like one-
day trials hills and they all needed a 
certain amount of ‘attack’. I have put in an 
entry for the Exeter. 
 
I wonder if there is any accepted etiquette 
in classic trials. In particular, where you 
stop to pump up, after a hill. It seems that 
a few competitors insist on stopping on 
the exit track and blocking it for all others 
behind them. It would be polite to pull over 
so other competitors may pass, as they 
may not need to stop and pump up. What 
do you think? 
 

 
This year I went to the Goodwood Revival 
Meeting to spectate for the three days. 
Yes, I know it’s all about going round and 
round a bit of tarmac but what a great 
spectacle. To see these cars of the 50s 
and 60s really racing was just fantastic, 
not to mention Spitfires, Hurricanes, 
Lancaster bombers and such flying 
overhead. Chris Phillips and I also 
bumped into some other ‘classic trialers’ 
having a weekend away from mud and 
rocks. 
 
In July I drove my Morgan down to the 
Classic Le Mans races. All I can say is 
that it was all like one massive classic car 
show from the time we got to Portsmouth 
ferry port to the time we returned. Again 
lots of friendly motor sport faces every 
way you turned. Sitting outside a café on a 
French main road just watching the cars 
go by is great. The actual racing was 
pretty good too, proper Le Mans starts 
and Bently 4½ litres, Ford GT 40s, long 
tailed Porches and such racing in their 
age group is pretty good. The weather 
was great, top down all the way but we did 
use an umbrella to shade us from the sun 
as we queued to get into the car park. 
 
During the summer I was Clerk of the 
Course once again for the VSCC Western 
navigational road rally. It’s great to see 
nearly 40 pre 1931 cars competing on the 
lanes of Herefordshire. The good thing 
about vintage rallies is that doing the PR 
work is a doddle, everyone loves them 
passing their house or farm. The 

Sect’
s 

Spin 
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competitors take it all very seriously but 
always in a very friendly way, which 
makes organising a real pleasure. 
 
I am writing this just the day after being 
Clerk of the Course for my own clubs 
MSA/BTRDA sporting trial. Its so different 
setting out the hills on a sporting trial 
compared to a classic trial. It never 
ceases to amaze me where these cars will 

go and how tight they can turn. Most of 
the cars are now technically very high 
tech. If you have not been recently go and 
take a look at a sporting trial near you. I 
guarantee you will enjoy it. 
 
Autumn is here, winter approaching, lots 
of classic trials to do so enjoy. 
 

Stuart Harrold 

The ASWMC’s Championship 
 

T he 2010 Classic Trials season 
restarted with Holsworthy's Taw 
& Torridge event on 12th 
September. Good weather and 

clever and efficient organisation ensured a 
most enjoyable event with many 
challenging sections, lowest score of the 
day being Minehead's Charlie Shopland , 
who dropped 15, 8 points clear of Dudley 
Sterry and Dean Partington both on 23, 
with Dudley's supercharged M.G. pipping 
Dean by just one second in the timed 
tests.  
 
The Dave Haizelden Golf (67) suffered a 
rare defeat in class 1 at the hands of 
James Shallcross's Peugeot 205,(51) but 
still heads the championship table by 7 
points from Bill Bennett (34) who also 
drops 2 points, but only because of the 
lack of class 2 entries, Bill still has one 
less scoring event so is in a strong 
position (providing the class 2 entry 
improves!)  
 
Dick Bolt's Duratec powered Escort (29) 
defeated Simon Groves example (32), 
now in a smart green paint job (or is it a 
reshell?) to win class 3 and move up into 
3rd place in the championship, while 
James Shallcross' efforts result in a climb 
to 4th, ahead of Tristan White (46), beaten 
in class 7 by the Andrew Rippon VW Baja 
(34) Class 4 surprisingly fielded only 2 
(albeit high class) entries, Ryan Tonkin 
(57) defeating Hans Viertel by 2 points, 

neither contesting the championship 
however.  
 
In class 5 we Suzukis were making the 
most of the absence of the Reliant SSs 
and Adrian Dommett, finishing 1, 2 & 4, 
My latest mods seem to have produced 
results, as we ended up on 61, 26 points 
clear of the others, and unusually close to 
the best class 4 Beetles and as a result 
gained 3 places in the championship 
table. Peter Jones was ahead of the 
Stephen Kingstone M.G. Midget , driven 
on this occasion by biker George 
Greenland (partner Kerry's dad,) Stephen 
had actually borrowed George's trials bike 
for the occasion and really excelled 
himself by winning class A and the Ireland 
Trophy, dropping only 13 points. George 
decided it was much easier on a bike!  In 
class 6, behind Matt Facey, Stephen 
Glover eased out Brian Andrew for 3rd 
place to move up to 15th in the 
championship table (see page 41 for the 
table –ed)) 
 
We now look forward with interest to see 
what happens on The Ebworth on the 9th 
October and the Exmoor Clouds on the 
following week.  
 
Brian Alexander  
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Red rag to a bull – or a 
challenge I couldn’t resist! Part 5 

by Jonathan Toulmin 
 

Y ou may be pleased to know that 
this is the last part of my saga to 
install a 2.0 L fuel-injected 
engine (from a 1994 MG 

Montego), and a Leyland (LT77) 5-speed 
gearbox into my Marlin. In case you 
haven’t read the first four instalments, the 
“red rag to a bull” refers to the fact that 
some told me that it could not be done. As 
an automobile engineer with 40-years 
working for Austin-BMC-British Leyland-
Rover-BMW-Ford, I didn’t believe them, 
and so it was a challenge that I could not 
resist!  Anyway I had been wanting to do it 
for some years. 
 
Part 1 was published in the November 
2008 edition of Restart, so its telling has 
taken as long as the engineering work 
required! Due to some goof up with my 
computer (operator trouble), part 4 ended 
mid sentence! To recap, the engine and 
gearbox had been installed, exhaust, fuel 
supply/return and cooling systems made 
up and installed. Really there was not 
much left to do but the wiring, bodywork, 
and trim etc. 
 
Whilst I was in the wiring mood, I made a 
new dashboard, with all new instruments, 
and made a new chassis harness for the 
lights, heater, electric tyre pump, cooling 
fans etc. I had the speedo re-calibrated to 
suit the new gearbox and low ratio rear 
axle.  At the same time, they made a new 
speedo cable so that the road speed 
sensor could be inserted giving the engine 
management computers their normal 
inputs. Why the engine computers need to 
know how fast the car is travelling, I don’t 
know, but that is how Rover designed it, 
so I thought I would leave well alone.  I 
was pleased with the speedometer, which 
I found on a stand at a kit car show. The 
main attraction was its mileage trip meter, 

which could be zeroed very easily, so 
useful when route books say, “Turn right 
after 4.7 miles….” 
 
One thing that I hate about specials and 
kit cars is that the wiring to the dashboard 
always seems to be both unreliable and 
inaccessible. I have spent many hours (or 
so it seemed) upside down with my head 
around the pedals try to find out where 
some stray wire had come from, which 
would be the cause of a lack of 
headlamps or wipers or other essential 
piece of equipment. So I designed the 
dash so that it could be easily accessible 
from the top, and the entire instrument 
and switch panel could be removed in 
minutes. I installed a supplementary 
instrument panel between the 
transmission tunnel and the main 
dashboard.  
 
This too could be removed in less than 
two minutes, and it was designed so that 
the car would function legally without it. 
This lower instrument panel contained 
switches for non- essential items (such as 
fog guard and spot lamps and electric tyre 
pump, and interior light) and a couple of 
instruments (clock and voltmeter) and 
supported the main dashboard. This left 
the main dashboard rather simpler and 
neater and left room for pockets for route 
books and other oddments. 
 
I decided to have fuses for every circuit 
(except the ignition/fuelling computers), so 
there were three or four fuse boxes 
located under the bonnet, but all very easy 
to get at. Each lighting circuit used a 
single continuous wire from switch to bulb, 
so there would be no connectors in 
awkward places (or anywhere) that might 
give trouble – except the lights on the 
spare wheel carrier which were wired 
through a normal trailer 7-pin plug so that 
the whole carrier could be easily removed.  
In fact the only bit of the original Marina 
harness that was used was for the 
wipers – and that did give trouble.  
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Although there must have been literally 
hundreds of connections made, only one 
failed. Unfortunately that was the main 
feed from the starter solenoid to the 
ignition switch; there was something 
wrong with the connection at the large 
“Lucar” spade connector onto the starter 
motor that started to give trouble on a 
Clee Hills Trial. The problem was 
intermittent so took a little while to trace. 
When I did find the offending connection, I 
cut the end off and remade the joint, and 
never had any further trouble. To this day I 
cannot see anything wrong with the 
original connection, but obviously there 
was a problem there.  
 
The standard Montego wiring incorporated 
an inertia switch to switch off the fuel 
pump (which delivers fuel at 2.5 bar or 
almost 40 psi) in case of an accident. I 
thought this was a good idea, but also that 
the jolts of driving over rough ground 
might trigger the device, so I incorporated 
an override switch for use on sections – 
and it proved to be necessary – I failed a 
special test on the Northern Trial when I 
forgot to use the override switch. 
 
With the wiring finished, there were just 
bits of bodywork to refit and a bit of 
trimming to do.  I knew the bonnet would 
not fit as the inlet manifold/plenum 
chamber poked up above the bonnet line 
(because of the canted engine needed to 
clear the steering column) in front of the 
driver.  I very carefully cut a wide U shape 
in the bonnet, and bent up the panel 
parallel to the central hinge of the bonnet.  
 
Then a two- inch piece was screwed in to 
fill the gap parallel to the outer edge of the 
bonnet – it looked quite neat, and 
provided a small inlet for cool air to keep 
the fuel system cool, and a larger outlet 
for the hot air to escape. The larger 
opening was directly in the sightline of the 
driver, so when you depress the throttle 
you can actually see the throttle spindle 
move in sympathy.  This bulge on the 

bonnet was aligned with the top of the 
bonnet, so there is no change of 
silhouette.  
 
With all this done, it was time to seem if 
the thing worked! I always find it a nervous 
time when starting a car for the first time. 
Just suppose something was wrong, and it 
was fundamental to what had been done, 
and I had to start all over again – or I had 
connected the computers the wrong way 
round, and as soon as the ignition was 
turned on a lot of smoke came out, and 
that was the end of them! There was still 
the issue of the little green wire that was 
not shown on the Lucas wiring diagram, 
but was thought to be an earth wire (even 
though all earth wires on the Lucas 
system are black). After some thought 
about adverse consequences (a lot of 
“what ifs”), I decided to connect it to earth 
and risk it………it proved to be correct – 
phew! 
 
So eventually I plucked up courage and 
turned the key for the first time. The 
engine cranked over and stumbled into 
life. For a short while, it ran on two or 
three cylinders, but soon ran cleanly on all 
four (once the air was purged out of the 
fuel rail and the injectors). A careful check 
around showed no oil, fuel or water leaks. 
The heater got hot and the clutch worked. 
So now I could take it on its first journey – 
just a mile along a private road, and this 
seemed perfectly OK, so an MoT test was 
hurriedly booked.  
 
With that out of the way, and a new tax 
disc on the screen, I set out on a proper 
run of twenty-five miles on a mix of 
country lanes and main roads. To say the 
least, it was a wonderful trip. Everything 
worked perfectly, the Volvo silencer was a 
great success – very quiet indeed on light 
throttle, but an exhaust note to die for, 
when on full throttle. The throttle response 
was excellent, with the engine pulling 
completely smoothly from low revs, and 
pulling strongly too. To be frank, the actual 
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acceleration was not quite as good as I 
had expected, but the car was a joy to 
drive, and the fifth gear gave the car easy 
cruising at 70 mph – a real treat on the 
long journey back from a “Land’s End”. 
The gear lever is further back than on a 
standard ‘B’-series Marlin, which is better, 
but the canted engine means that the 
gearlever leans slightly away from the 
driver, which does mean that reverse is a 
slight reach. To be honest, the gear 
change quality is not especially good, 
feeling a bit agricultural, but the gear 
ratios are excellent. 
 
The acid test came, three weeks after that 
first run in the car, on the 2004 Edinburgh 
Trial. During the night run, not far from the 
first section, the route brought us to a right 
turn at a T-junction. Still not being quite 
used to the gearlever positioning, I 
managed to select third instead of first. 
There was no protest from the engine – it 
just pulled steadily way, and I did not even 
know that I was in third until I realised that 
the car was doing thirty mph, but the 
engine was only half way up its rev range! 
I quickly realised that on ordinary roads, 
there was absolutely no need to use first 
gear at all – but more of that later.  
 
The amazing tractability of the engine was 
shown in a couple of other instances.  On 
narrow lanes, unless steep, the car will 
potter along at 20 to 25 mph in 5th gear, 
and almost completely silently as the 
engine is doing only between 1000 and 
1500 rpm, little more than tick-over. I 
tackled one section that was a bit slippery 
off the start line, and I got too much 
wheelspin. A quick change into second 
gear, and the car shot up the track, both 
traction and speed improved in second 
gear. Very quickly I learned that 2nd gear 
was best in most (but not all) situations.  
 
That first trial showed that the cooling was 
improved with the new engine, and 
although using the same radiator as 
before, the electric cooling fan was hardly 

needed – except, of course, on sections. 
Neither was there any problem with hot 
fuel vapourisation, so the various design 
ideas worked there too. 
 
On that first event, the car performed 
faultlessly – so why didn’t I get a gold 
medal? The main problem is the nut 
behind the wheel, and I think the car 
would benefit from the addition of some 
ballast. A well- located rear axle (as 
originally planned) ought to help a bit too. 
 
On my first Exeter trial with the new 
engine and gearbox, I was apprehensive 
about using 2nd gear to start off up 
Norman’s Hump – it always looks so steep 
in the dark, but it was no problem at all. 
However, I made a hash of the first corner 
of Clinton, and I was heading straight for 
the bank on the outside of that very sharp 
right hand corner – obviously I had not 
positioned the car well at the start line, or 
had not got the lock on quickly enough. I 
had no option but to come right off the 
throttle, almost to a stop. The car was 
down to 800 rpm and I should have been 
in first gear.  I just floored the throttle and 
the car just gathered speed – from about 1 
mph! – and by the top I must have been 
doing over 20 mph – all in 2nd gear.  Yet 
again, as if further proof were needed, the 
remarkable torque at low rpm of the 
engine was proved on the Clee Hills Trial. 
If you know Priors Holt 3, you will 
remember that it is not far off vertical, and 
MAC had a restart on it too! I thought that 
it would spin its wheels and go nowhere if 
I used first gear, but it really looked far too 
steep to start off in 2nd. I tried it – and it 
worked! 
 
So I had proved the pessimist wrong who 
thought that it could not be done. 
However, I have to admit that it is not a 
quick or cheap conversion as so much of 
the car had to be changed – from the 
transmission tunnel and front bulkhead, to 
the fuel, exhaust and cooling systems, not 
to mention the engine and gearbox 
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Fourtune Engineering 
 

Trials car preparation & fabrication specialist 
Complete car preparation & modifications 

Windscreens made to your drawings 
Tyre racks, sump guards etc 

Air bottle repairs & refills 
Trial tyre gauges 0-30 psi with quick deflate valve 

Needle Roller Diff Pins B series axle 
 

If you need it making or mending, give me a ring 
Steve Holder. It may not cost you a fortune. 

 
4, Withybridge Gardens, Cheltenham, Glos, GL51 9TL 

Junction 10, M5 
Tel: 01242 680620 Mobile: 07973 128189 

 

A PROVEN SUBSTITUTE FOR LEAD IN PETROL 

THE ULTRABURN UNIT 
 

A SCIENTIFIC INVENTION FOR  
VINTAGE, CLASSIC & MODERN ENGINES 

GUARANTEED FOR 200,000 MILES 
PETROL DIESEL AND SUPERCHARGED APPLICATION 

 

FOR PEACE OF MIND AND A SOUND INVESTMENT 

FIT AN    ULTRABURN UNIT  NOW 
 

AVAILABLE FROM 
 

R & M Moore, Trefrew, Camelford, Cornwall PL32 9TR 
 

Main distributors to the vintage and classic movement 
Please write enclosing SAE for full details and price list 
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mountings, the wiring and a new sump 
guard – but it was well worth the effort.  
 
Over the next five years, the car 
proved remarkably reliable, with 
that minor electrical problem, a 
broken rear spring and a faulty 
fuel pump (these latter two 
failing at exactly the same 
moment!). It was also a joy to 
know that the car will always 
start first time, and that all the 
engine “adjustments” are done 
automatically by the two 
computers, so the only servicing 
required is to change the oil filter 
every other year and the spark 
plus every third year (just to be 
on the safe side). I suppose that 
in about five years time, the 
valve clearances might need adjustment, 
and the timing belt will have to be 
changed.  Otherwise, it is turn the key and 
go!  

To you all – keep trialling and keep 
fettling. Good luck! 

 
The 2010 Taw & Torridge Trial 

by Dave & Andrew Craddock 
 

M y brother and I numbers 26 & 
27 Dave & Andrew Craddock 
left St Kew at 6.45am, trailer 
all loaded ready for the off.  

Clovelly visitors centre next stop.  We 
arrived at Clovelly just after 8am, we 
unloaded our bikes from the trailer and 
went in search of the visitor centre and 
enjoyed a hearty breakfast and coffee.  
 
Back inside the visitor centre to see the 
2 ladies for signing on, only to be told we 
had paid too much money (a day 
membership), which we told the ladies 
they could keep and give to their local 
charity (Shelterbox).  Back outside to 
stick our numbers onto the bikes, talking 
to a lot of familiar faces we hadn’t seen 
all summer, it was good to have a catch 
up. 

Start time now approaching, 9.13am we 
are heading off for the 1st section 
Cutliffe Lane about 10 miles away, this 
was a restart for motorcycles and 
classes 6,7 and 8 cars.  I started, went 
round the corner got to the restart box, 
struggled a bit to pull away but got to the 
ends board with a clean, a very good 
start to the day.  Next was the 1st 
special test in the corner of a grass field, 
start on the A line, round a cone 
clockwise and back to the A line to stop. 
 
On to the next group of sections, 2 & 3 
Wembsworthy, where they stuck in an 
extra section for Motorcycles, slippery 
grass and firm track, we both cleaned 
the 1st, I drove up the bank to get myself 
4 penalty points and onto the 3rd section 
with another restart,  I stopped 
completely in the wrong place, couldn’t 
pull away so another 7 on the points 
chart, only to see Andrew clean all 3 
sections.  Sections 4 & 5 Putshole 1& 2, 
these are 2 steep tracks amongst trees 

SRT  now belonging to Tony Branson 
on the 2010 Edinburgh Trial 
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with another 2 restarts, a little bit sticky at 
the start with a restart on markers 5 & 6, I 
cleaned the 1st and got to number 4 on 
the 2nd one.   
 
On to Linton Field, sections 6 & 7, these 
are usually wet but today they were quite 
dry and easily cleaned by both of us.  
Section 9 was a steep twisting lane, with 
2 sharp corners to negotiate with a blast 
to the ends card, with both of us cleaning 
the section.  Now a 10 mile road section, 
to Torrington Common car park for a 
lunch stop, arrived at 12 o clock which 
meant a 2 hour stop, a little bit long we 
thought.  Bacon rolls, coffee and a lot of 
ice creams also catching up with fellow 
competitors for their stories on the 
mornings ride.  Ian Pascoe having a 
puncture, a few competitors taking the 
wrong turns and a few others falling off.  
Whilst there the cars started arriving 
covered in mud especially Dan Keat and 
Jon Sandoe in their 1800cc Fugitive.   
 
Left the lunch break at 1.56 pm 
going through Torrington and 
onto the next group of 
sections. 
 
Section 11 Weekvale, which 
was a standing start from the 
track up the bank to a very 
slippery restart.  Buster Griffin 
went up the section first but 
failed the restart and came 
back down the section, his 
daughter Claire Haskins was 
next to go but fell off 
attempting the steep bank.  
Then it was our turn, we both 
got to the restart but 
unfortunately neither of us 
could pull away, so another 3 
marks lost. 
 
Section 12, The Loop, this section was 
downhill through mud around a tree and 
back up to hill to the finish. Section 13, 
Across Stream, up and down banks to a 
very tricky restart where I stopped at the 
bottom of the bank, pulled away only to 

loop the bike upside down, me falling off 
in the muddy track with another 8 marks 
lost. 
 
Section 14, Tarzan, another track 
amongst trees, with yet another restart 
which both of us managed to clean.
Special Test 2, Start on line A on the 
track and blast up to a sharp left hand 
turn to stop astride line B.   
 
Now on to the last section with 11 miles 
of road ahead, ending up at Langtree 
Common, Section 16, a steep twisting 
climb up through the bracken, myself 
cleaning the section, Andrew falling at the 
sharp turn with 7 marks lost.  Now 
heading back to the visitors centre to sign 
off at the club caravan, on the way back 
Steve Urell and Julie Williams competitor 
number 1 (sidecar) had a puncture on the 
sidecar wheel and found the rear brake 
caliper had come unbolted, but managed 
to limp back to the finish.   

 
We must say a "Big Thank you" to 
Holsworty Motor Club, the many 
observers and helpers and everyone else 
involved for making this an enjoyable 
trial. The weather made this a very 
enjoyable day.  

The new diff test rollers! 
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Note for diaries: 
 

ACTC Dinner and 
Awards for 2010  

will be held on  
Saturday 18th 

June 2011  
at  

Padbrook Park, 
Cullompton 

 goosefoot barn cottages 
 

Goosefoot Barn is nestled in a secluded valley in 
the beautiful South Shropshire countryside. 
 
Four well appointed self catering cottages available for 
hire. Games Room and Laundry.  
 
6.5 miles from the start of the Clee Hills Trial 
 
Contact sally@goosefoot.freeserve.co.uk 
 
Pinstones 
Diddlebury 
Craven Arms 
SY7 9LB 
 
01584 861326 
 
www. goosefootbarn.co.uk 

ACTC 
2010 
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The 2010 Roger Pole Taw & 
Torridge Trial 

by Ryan Tonkin 
 

A bout 5.40am our alarm clocks 
rang out! Living so far west an 
early start was needed, but 
once up and about, it was great 

to see the sun. The arrangement was to 
meet the Rippons at Chiverton 
roundabout 7am prompt! Of course we 
were late! So chasing a fast disappearing 
unmistakeable red Baja and pasty wagon 
up the A30, we arrived at Clovelly at 
approximately 8.20 am, a good run, our 
start time was 9.52am, time for breakfast! 
 
What a superb venue to start a trial, 
especially the first one of the season. On 
arrival at scrutineering we noticed what 
could only be described as an MOT 
brake tester on skids with Arnie at the 
controls, this must be the fabled diff 
tester that could pick up anything 
apparently, this was a much bigger 
contraption which was about 10 inches 
off the ground and both rear wheels sat in 
it with a pair of pedals to the side 
operating the rollers individually, although 
the outcome was no different to normal 
without any obvious failures! 
 
After lots of confusion about start times, 
some panicking competitors and late 
arrivals, we were off (if a little late) full of 
bacon roll and coffee. 
 
So straight in at the deep end as the 
infamous Cutliffe Lane was our first hill. 
After having heavy rain recently the 
organisers had decided to drop the tyre 
restrictions for the event, perhaps to the 
dislike of some of the competitors who 
had been geared up for pressures, 
however their reasons had become clear 
as we approached to the sounds of 
revving engines and a faint whiff of tyre 
smoke. Cutliffe was probably the wettest 
I’ve seen it, so the tyres went down to 

what I thought was a reasonable 
pressure and we lined up to watch 
Escorts and a BMW reversing out of the 
hill defeated. On the marshal’s instruction 
the throttle hit the floor and we flew up 
the hill without any trouble!  
 
On the way to the next sections a little 
confusion was had with the route, and 
this resulted in many cars travelling in 
opposite directions looking for the correct 
“T junction”, once we found the turn it 
was no problem. Next was the observed 
test which consisted of a tight figure of 
eight through a boggy corner of the field, 
which we attempted rather over 
exuberantly (having a great plan in my 
head) and ended up with a pretty 
average time, and got told off by my 
passenger for somehow getting her 
covered in mud (sorry Mum!) and 
plastering the roof of the car. 
 
Section 2, Wembsworthy, 1 was our next 
challenge which had been altered, what 
was normally the top of the section now 
was a ridiculously tight hairpin just after a 
restart, and aside from a few class 8s, 
Dick Bolt was the only one to get round. 
He must have fitted shopping trolley 
wheels to the front of his Escort as non of 
the rest of us even got close. Nice driving 
Mr Bolt!  
 
Wembsworthy 2 was a mixed surface 
section starting on a stony track and then 
on to a slippery, once grassy field with a 
restart in the middle. After realising that I 
probably should have blown the tyres up 
a bit and lots of clutch slipping and 
revving to get away I drove up to the 
restart, only to drive the rear wheels into 
the bank and then sit there spinning with 
not a lot moving forward! Only to roll back 
3 or 4 inches and pull away as if it was 
tarmac! Doh! 
  
Sections 4 - 7 were all in the same place 
with Putshole 1 and 2 being woods 
sections and Linton Field was on grass 
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and mud. Groover showing the way on 
Putshole 1 with the new VW Blue paint job 
getting up over the restart bank and on to 
a clean. The class 4s, which were me and 
Hans didn’t fair as well with the shortened 
run up to the hill starting from the 11 we 
didn’t get the momentum to carry us 
forward resulting in a 4 and 5 respectively. 
Putshole 2 was a good section starting on 
the main track over an off camber hump 
and then onto the main hill with a restart 
halfway up, unfortunately with being 
marked out before the deluge of rain this 
restart was impossible for the lower 
classes and every car I saw stopped on it 
and we were no different. Linton Field, a 
name which I’m sure you all recognise, 
had been drastically shortened to account 
for the rain, however the field was much 
the same as other years and by the time 
you had got into your stride on the two 
hills you had passed the section ends 
board, although I did think my luck was 
turning after my mistake on Wembsworthy 
2, as Hans was caught spinning on the 
start line of the second hill! Luckily for him 
with a bit of bouncing and a very relieved 
looking face after the car started to move 
and soon got him to the top of the hill.  
 
On the way to our next section Adrian’s 
Aisle the Beetle’s foot brake for some 
reason ebbed away to nothing rather 
unnervingly, so suspecting boiled brake 
fluid as I could hear the front nearside had 
begun to drag we soldiered on keeping  a 
good distance from the car in front and 
anticipating any hazards that could 
confront us! Luckily the car’s handbrake is 
pretty good and although its not like 
standing on the pedal, but it would slow us 
considerably! We were very relieved to 
reach the farm at the top of the section 
hoping to get a chance to have a look at 
the car whilst waiting. We trundled our 
way down across the fields and slithered 
our way through the woods and along the 
track where we queued up. Had a quick 
look and no leaks with plenty of fluid either 
master cylinder or boiling brake fluid! 

What followed was a disheartening crunch 
that we have all heard and Brian 
Hampson’s red BMW backing down from 
the section with a broken driveshaft. This 
put him out of the running and assistance 
was required to push him clear of the 
section. The Escorts in front could then let 
fly at the hill cleaning it with no trouble, 
Hans unfortunately run out of momentum 
at the last corner, I wasn’t going to let that 
happen as I wound it up off the start line 
and set off as fast as I dare whizzing up 
and around with only a bit of a struggle 
after the top bend no problem. 
 
We were then faced with a precariously 
looking red Escort beached in the gateway 
exiting the woods, with a decent drop back 
to the woods on the right hand side, and 
there was no way we could lift it! Enter 
hero of the day Simon Groves, and with 
not a moment to waste the cars were 
hitched together and Dick’s stricken 
Escort was dragged out of the way, how 
do you say it Groover, is it “Pushrod 
Power”. For fear of Simon’s head 
exploding none of the rest of us dared to 
get into trouble and motored through the 
gate and across the field, and 
miraculously my brakes had returned! 
Wayhay! Knowing now what the problem 
was it was time to get to Torrington 
Common for a spot of lunch!  
 
Once we had checked in, a quick check of 
the front wheel uncovered nothing but a 
light drag probably caused by lack of use 
over the summer! It will have to wait until 
after, and after checking out we headed to 
Week Farm. 
 
An uneventful run into Week Farm for a 
change and still very gingerly using my 
brakes! We traversed the field and down 
to the woods to Week Vale. A short sharp 
nip at the start was the challenge at this 
hill and once over this a clean would seem 
relatively simple. After sucking as much 
air out as we dared we watched the 
various cars making their attempts, only to 
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move around a car length and ending up 
with a 9 or 10. Right our go, not expecting 
much as normally the sections over before 
you start! So I lined up took away and to 
my astonishment ended up by the 8 
marker on top of the bank and still 
creeping, only to reach the 7, but still I 
was pretty happy with that, even got a 
clap from a certain Miss Wainwright and 
the marshals who thought I was to carry 
on. 
 
On to ‘The Loop’ and as usual, through 
the s*** pit twice and then up the climb at 
the end. Although the real challenge is just 
getting back to the main track when 
you’ve had your go, as several cars 
needed pushing and a couple stopped 
dead as soon as they hit the mud, and 
then Francis Thomas got a puncture right 
in the middle of it, Oh b*****! Time to get 
the Land Rover to tow him out, as for 
some reason he wasn’t too keen on 
changing it where he was! Anyway with 
Francis out of the way the next few cars 
did the hill without any dramas and then 
onto me. After powering through the mud 
the first time, and then LOOPING (hence 
the name) around the tree I was lining up 
for the final climb and just about to pin it 
when the car decided that it didn’t want to 
do the hill and instead headed back for the 
start line! This left us wheel deep in the 
proverbial, with lots of revving and 
spinning to get out then, and onto Across 
the Stream. 
 
We rounded the corner to find Hans at a 
bit of a interesting angle with a tyre off the 
bead, unable to move, it was looking like 
another Land Rover job. Across the 
Stream was a section shaped in a sort of 
figure of eight with a rutted climb at the 
start and a tricky restart at the end. With 
Hans pulled clear Dick pulled away from 
the start line only to ground out on the 10. 
Not a problem for me I thought with my 
gearbox tucked up between the chassis 
legs, I set off from the line as fast as I 
could with my mind on the pretty tricky 

restart, only to ground out just a little 
further up on the 9 marker! Gutted! A bit 
annoyed that I didn’t get any further I 
reversed out and drove up to Tarzan. 
 
Tarzan was a straight climb on a funny 
camber through the trees. Watching Hans 
run out of power at a 7, I had a chance to 
gain some valuable points back and 
decided to pump up a couple of pounds to 
give the engine a chance, in between the 
two of us Dick Bolt showing us how it is 
done with about 180 stallions under the 
bonnet, compared to the 50 us class 4s 
have to deal with! Not fair! I lined up 
revving it out, easing the clutch away and 
only just about scrabbled to the 10 marker 
with the engine at maximum revs, Ah, 
didn’t see the slippery first bit, Oh well 
onto Week Bottom. 
 
We arrived here to see marks where a few 
cars had gone below the tree which 
seems to have made its mark along every 
Escort quarter panel out there! Don’t know 
how they got them out from there, but I 
know I wouldn’t fancy that too much. At 
this section we did the usual of going up 
onto the camber turning the corner to only 
gain a couple car lengths to a 6 not bad, 
could do better.  
 
On the way to Lang Tree Common the 
engine had decided to develop a bit of a 
misfire so a bit roadside carb tuning was 
in order, luckily it didn’t affect the engine 
at flat out, so it wasn’t going to affect it on 
the hill! A quick blast up Lang Tree without 
any issues only remembering to carry 
plenty of speed over the strategically 
placed rock on the right hand side, got to 
put on a bit of a show for the motley crew 
that had gathered on the hill! 
 
All in all a good day with plenty of mixed 
surfaces to keep you on your toes! Thank 
you to the organisers for putting on 
another great event! Well done to the 
class winners below and although we 
were close, congratulations Hans! 
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The 2010 Taw & Torridge Trial 
by Brian Andrew 

 

W ell here we go again for the 
second half of the trials 
season and as always it’s 
Holsworrthy Motor Club’s 

Taw & Torridge trial to start things off. I 
always have the same quandary every 
year, even though we’ve got all summer to 
get ready for this particular trial, it’s still a 
mad panic rush the night before to get 
ready. So much so in fact that I left it too 
late and couldn’t get the Beetle running 
well enough to take and so with father 
away in the States I had to nick his car....
sssh. With Kirsty, (the wife) doing the 
entries I took father-in-law, a mechanic for 
nearly 40 years, along for the ride and 
with my history of breaking down maybe 
this was one of my better ideas. 
 
The usual start/finish venue at Clovellys 
Visitor Centre give ample parking and 
great breakfast facilities, with picturesque 
views to match. But all this was slightly 
overshadowed by the long awaited new 
diff test machine. A fearsome looking 
brute was run by another fearsome 
looking brute Andrew Martin. I think 
everyone was slightly nervous about the 
steep ramps to the rollers but thanks to 
Brian Alexander who missed them 
completely, and beached himself across 
the machine, all tensions were relieved! 
 
Just to break us back into it steadily things 
started with one off the best and hardest 
hills of the trial, Cuttcliff lane. Even though 
this is a classic Beetle hill i.e. no corners, 
I’ve never managed to clear it always 
getting a 6 on the restart, but this year I 
did it! - only to get stuck on the 4 instead! 
 
The next sections are not normally used 
on this trial and are kept for the 
Chairman’s in February. However, due to 
the recent outbreak of this Larch disease 
in fir trees, Jim Wood, Clerk of the Course, 
lost all sections at Watergate Woods later 

in the trial. This left no option but to use 
some of these sections, but I must say 
that he altered them very well.   
 
So well in fact that Wembsworthy 1 led to 
the most embarrassing part of the day for 
me, by moving about 6 inches off the start 
line. 10psi usually isn’t far off but I was so 
ticked off and determined to redeem the 
situation I dropped them to 5 and drove off 
the start line like it was a main road, how 
very annoying. That 12 proved to be very 
costly. It’s in situations like this that you 
know who your friends are as Matt Facey, 
the next car up, felt so sorry for me he did 
exactly the same thing, cheers mate. 
Wembsworthy 2, a nice grass field 
section, proved tricky for some but enough 
clears showed that it was possible, not me 
though. 
 
Onto Putshole Woods and Linton Felds. 
The same sections as always in the 
woods have two very tricky restarts, but 
again clears showed that they were 
possible; however I like to keep the 
marshals company on the 6 markers. An 
extra section in Linton Field was a bonus 
but the dryish conditions meant that these 
didn’t cause too much trouble for most, 
but come February the field should get its 
reputation back by being like a sheet of 
glass again. 
 
Section 9, Adrian’s Aisle, is my favourite 
of the day. This has everything in it; a 
stream at bottom, deep ruts, sharp 
corners, big rocky slabs to conquer and 
when you think that’s it, there is a real 
slippery mud section at the top, which I did 
see, by way, as I managed to clear it. 
 
The dinner halt followed on Torrington 
Common. This was particularly exciting for 
me, as I haven’t made the dinner halt for 
about five trials, usually taking the packed 
lunch to work the next day. With plenty of 
dropped points to talk about and the sun 
shinning time flew and it was soon time to 
make our way over to the Week Farm 
sections. 
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Five brilliant sections in here, although the 
first one proved very difficult as most 
dropped a 9/10 other than class 8. The 
Loop followed and this is one of those rare 
sections that starts by going down hill. The 
tight bends caught out plenty though, and 
it was on to the other three very steep 
challenging wooded sections, which 
caught all manner of experienced trialers 
for some points. Across the Stream was 
next which apparently had a down hill 
section in it as well but I didn’t get far to 
see that and joined the masses on the 9 
marker.  Tarzan and Week Bottom stood 
true to form and made sure that they took 
points from many, myself included. 
 
Leaving the woods onto the track for a 
special test, which I did win by getting 
slowest time of the day. There are plenty 
of points flying around for it not to come 
down to this, and with the finish line in 
sight I wasn’t going to break something 
here. 
 
The last section, Langtree Common, 
another tried and tested classic hill used 

for years. It was here last year that my 
engine decided to throw a big end cap off 
so with that in mind I approached the start 
line gingerly. My stolen car climbed well to 
the 3 marker where we struggled on to the 
1 when the diff started to make that telling 
whining noise so I gave in for one more 
point. A good 8/9 mile run to the finish 
gives plenty of time for the engine to cool 
down properly and reflect on the day. Got 
to the finish a picked up something called 
a finishers certificate, I’ve forgotten what 
they look like.  
 
An excellent trial which ran virtually spot-
on for time with no queuing or hold ups 
that I saw, meant that we were finished at 
a very reasonable hour, credit to all those 
involved. 
 
For me personally, a finisher’s certificate, 
just one puncture and not having to reach 
for the tool box all day was more than I 
could have asked for. My onboard 
mechanic breathed a sigh of relief and 
there’s just one more job to do, clean the 
car and put it back before Dad gets home.  

Oh! ing on the Edinburgh Trial 
2010 

by Brian Osborn 
 

G osh, doesn’t the Edinburgh 
come around quickly? One 
minute it’s summer and the next 
it’s the Edinburgh. A drive 

around the Peak District in Autumn is 
usually a welcome precursor to winter and 
so it was this year. For one reason or 
another – financial situation, no Exeter, so 
no Triples or Trios – the entries were 
down a bit on the usual with 86 bikes, 87 
cars and 45 class 0. 
 
This year class 0 started after the other 
classes, which should have meant that 
they caught up and passed the main event 
as they had fewer observed sections and 
should finish with the bikes. It didn’t quite 
work out like that. 1st Oh! 

 
We all appreciated that Clerk of Course 
Roy Newton and his team had their work 
cut out this year with some of the usual 
sections not available and they really tried 
hard to find us some interesting hills, 
unfortunately the weather preceding the 
event caused a few problems resulting in 
the cancellation of some of them. 2nd Oh! 
 
This year I was being “chauffeured” 
meaning - a passenger/navigator/bouncer 
for John Fry in the ex Vick Lockley MGB. 
So after a couple of hour’s kip at home we 
headed for Tamworth Services and the 
usual procedure of signing in with John & 
June Blakeley doing the scutineering, they 
certainly get about. Many thanks to them. 
 
Of we went at our time to the hold control 
to be held there for some time as the 
scooter entry had got stuck on the restart. 
Eventually we did Haven Hill nearly an 
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hour late which we managed to clear, 
although there were 18 class 0 fails here. 
 
Class 0 then bypassed Rileys Rise to 
head for the quarries and Deep Rake, 
which we also cleared (7 fails here). The 
following observed Test 1 was similar to 
last years and was great fun with the 
water splash just before the finish line 
being nice and full, in spite of the efforts to 
empty it by some of those just ahead of 
us. Fastest time for 0 was No. 542 the 
Nova of P Riddle at 26.4, whilst Dean 
Partington in class 8 did a 23.0, he must 
have been flying! 
 
Onwards through the quarry complex to 
Black Harry, which despite a tricky restart 
we cleared only to hit a rock near the 
finish line and puncture a tyre (20 class 0 
fails). Struggled on a bit up the track to 
find a place where we could pull over and 
change the wheel and, by now, ruined 
tyre, not easy in a narrow green lane. Now 
1 hr 15 late, we then bypassed Putwell 
and headed for Monsal Head where John 
was able to catch his first glimpse of 
Putwell 2 on the far side of the valley, 
looks impressive from a distance. Then on 
to breakfast at the Bull, so far 3 sections 
all with restarts and one special test, 
arriving 1 hour late. 
 
At our scheduled departure the fun 
started. We were held back as the 
Tideswell hold control was full due to 
problems at Litton. Eventually we were 
told to go to Tideswell and await further 
instructions, which we did, passing Calton 
on the way. On arrival, we were told that 
Litton was cancelled and to go to the next 
section. For us that meant Calton, for the 
others it meant Bamford so we found Dud 
Sterry and Dave Price trying to work out 
whether to go L or R. Although Dave has 
been with Dud many times, it was his first 
Edinburgh and they had to borrow a map 
to see which way to go. 
 
By the time we got back to Calton most of 
the others that were held behind us had 

been sent there direct, so we were now at 
the back of the queue. Whether that had 
any effect on our attempt who knows, but 
with the very greasy stony track we didn’t 
even get to the others restart area. That 
was our “Tin” gone - 3rd Oh! There were 
13 of us failing here. 
 
The failure route was in theory to be 
pushed out of the top, not on for us so far 
down the section. Hence we had to 
reverse out and then it was our turn to 
borrow a map to see how we got back on 
route. This we managed to find at 
Chelmorton and so on to Hollingsclough 
Control still about an hour late for our tea 
and cakes.  
 
Then, whilst the others went off to Rakes 
Head we went to Excelsior, no restart for 
us this time and just as well. We cleared it 
OK but it is quite a challenge for class 0 
as it is pretty rough and rocky around the 
restart area, as the 16 failures found out. 
 
Then on to Moneystones and another 
restart, but no problem as the section was 
straight up this year, only 2 failures here. 
Our route bypassed Grangewood, but as 
this had been cancelled the other classes 
followed our route to Clough Mine, a site 
used by the VSCC Derbyshire Trial, where 
there were two sections. We only 
attempted one, Clough Mine 1 with the A 
boards as our finish. Starting on a level 
stony track with an immediate hard right 
turn to a steep but short climb to the A 
boards. Sounds easy, but the two tracks 
up the slope were shiny wet clay and it 
was not for us, failed again – 4th Oh! 
There were only 6 class 0 clears here. 
 
Whilst the others did the 2nd section at the 
Mine and then went up Clough Wood we 
headed for Dudwood Farm where we 
attempted section 2, no restart to the A 
boards.This is where I lost my Tin last 
year, section goes from a roughish farm 
track into the woods with lots of tree roots, 
a sort of ACTC section but very slippery, 
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we got a bit of speed up only to slide out 
of the tracks, bounce off a tree and come 
to a stop in the roots well before the A 
boards for another fail. Reversed out to 
find Richard Andrews changing a ruined 
wheel on his Dellow, and this is class 
0??? There were 8 clears here. 5th Oh! 
 
The observed Test 2 was also something 
else, the turn around the island involved 
delving into what looked like a ploughed 
field of deep peat. We turned, we sank, 
we thought we had stopped, but no - the 
car crept forward until eventually out and 
back onto the track for probably what we 
thought would be the slowest time of the 
day at 47.1, but apparently not as there 
were a few slower ones and 17 fails. 6th 
Oh! Fastest class 0 was the Liege of C 
Marshal with 27.9 secs, fastest class 8 
was T Foster with 21.4. 

Most of the failures were given times in 
excess of 100 seconds, except for Richard 
Andrew’s Dellow which was given a fail 
with a time of 38 seconds. He couldn’t 
have stopped for long, bet he had 
something to say about that, as he would 
have lost his “Tin” there (provisionally). 
This must have been a difficult to observe 

test as many a front wheel must have 
come to a temporary stop whilst the rear 
wheels churned through the mire, so what 
criteria the marshals used is interesting to 
say the least 
 
And so back to the finish at the Bull I’th 
Thorn, arriving about ½ hour late for a 
welcome pint and our final 7th and big Oh! 
A nice day out in the Peak District but with 
only 8 sections and 2 tests it was more of 
a drive than a trial. 
 
Although our interests are mainly to do 
with class 0, we can’t help looking at the 
whole event. There were lots of comments 
on an event when even Dudley Sterry and 
Simon Woodall failed to add Golds to their 
hoards. Some were about how rough 
Putwell had got since we used it last, even 
so there were relatively few fails there. 

Biggest stopper on the day 
was, not surprisingly, Bamford. 
 
A summary of the car stoppage 
(classes 1 to 8) shows that 
there were 10 at OT2; 3 at 
Haven; 7 at Riley’s; 6 at Black 
Harry; 4 at Putwell A; 8 at 
Putwell B; 50 at Bamford; 30 
at Calton; 7 at Rakes; 28 at 
Excelsior; 16 at Clough Mine 1 
to A; 23 A to finish; 8 and 5 at 
Clough Mine 2; 10 at Clough 
Wood; 0 at Dudwood 1 to A, 
but 32 A to finish; Dudwood 2 
had 8 and 11. (includes all 
stoppages, S and s). 
 
So it was quite a tough event. 
Question is whether the last few 
sections were suitable for MCC 

events, difficult to say when so many of 
our old favourites are not available. Old 
timers could but reminisce about past 
years with no re-starts for classes 1 & 2 
and fun on Haggside, Great Hucklow, 
Litton proper, Wolfscote, Haydale, and 
Jenkin’s Chapel, etc - whilst downing their 
pint at the Bull. 

John Fry & Brian Osborn on Excelsior 
(photo by Jonathan Toulmin) 
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Edinburgh Trial 2010 a 
navigator's perspective 

by Derek Chatto 
 

I t is now 25 years since I first competed 
in this event and it was interesting see 
how the event has evolved over this 
time. Many aspects of the event are 

reassuringly familiar; the format of the 
route card with standard time, ETA and 
the "three quarter rule" remain as they 
always were. Instructions for class 0 – a 
relatively recent innovation – did not 
appear years ago and require the reader 
to pay attention or end up on the wrong 
route. 
 
The car park at the start of the event was 
filled with VW Beetles, Dellows and now 
just the odd MG Midget much as it was 
back in '85, gone though are the Hillman 
Imps and Avengers to be replaced by 3 
series BMW. But still Ford Populars and 
Austin Sevens were in evidence. 
 
A relaxed drive to the holding control at 
Carsington Reservoir passed the small 
hours of the morning, a good venue for a 
control with plenty of space and the 
facilities we need. The cold fog sapped 
enthusiasm for riding around in an open 
car and that overwhelming feeling of 
sleepiness one suffers at 4am led us to 
question why we were putting ourselves 
through this.  
 
Even before we attempted the first hill we 
were suffering delays, the torrential rain of 
the previous day had made benign 
sections into 'stoppers' overnight. 
  
Haven Hill the first observed section was 
cleared without drama and onto Riley's 
Rise, our second hill. This put us a bit 
more into the mood especially as the day 
was now breaking. Apparently there had 
been problems with motorcyclists not 
being able to find the section, and then 
having great difficultly when they did come 

to ride the hill. Delays were further 
compounded when a Ford Pop suffered a 
broken crown wheel and a totally locked 
back axle; a real headache for the hill 
marshals I am sure. 
 
By section 5, Putwell Hill, we were running 
2 hours late and wondering if we would 
ever get to breakfast but we rejoiced in the 
fact we can still use this classic hill in a 
particularly sensitive area of the peak 
district. 
 
Bull in the Thorn, a place of character and 
ideal for a rest halt, breakfast devoured 
and time for a rest. The news that Litton 
had been cancelled was disappointing in 
one respect but good news in that we 
would now be running only 1 hour late. So 
over to Bamford Clough, which was the 
heartbreak of so many. Gone now is The 
Marquis of Granby; the hotel we used to 
use as the holding control, the car park of 
which would be crowded with anxious 
competitors.  
 
A radio car (a Reliant I remember) in close 
communication about the situation on the 
hill would send us on our way. The long 
waits we suffered allowed time to view the 
interior of one of the rooms of the hotel 
that had special interest; apparently the 
interior decorations and furniture had been 
taken from the Olympic; the sister ship of 
the Titanic, which was identical to that 
fated boat. 
 
So to the foot of Bamford Clough – so 
familiar after the hours I have spent there -
another two to be added to my total after 
th is  year.  Sophist icated radio 
communication with impressive radio call-
sign protocol has replaced the whistles 
that were used to relay messages about 
"clear" or "fail". We sit in a queue of about 
20 cars, each waiting their turn to fill the 
air with burning rubber on the restart 
designed to select the car with the most 
BHP at the wheels. We fail the restart and 
roll back to the holding point to watch in 
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awe as Simon Woodall demonstrates the 
brute power of his Buggy. 

Clough Mine sections are familiar to 
the Vintage Sports Car Club but new 
to the MCC. A good venue where we 
are not going to upset too many 
people. The sections did favour cars 
with good ground clearance and the 
ability to set their wheels really 
spinning though. Not 'classic' trials 
sections but I suspect this is the way 
the sport will have to head as we 
loose more and more of the 
traditional rights of way we have 
previously enjoyed.  
 
The same comments hold true for 
Dudwood; sections more usually 
associated with one-day trials rather 
than the MCC. A shock to the 
marshals came when Robin Preedy 
in the VW Scorpion cleared Dudwood 
1, until that point the hill had been 
thought to be un-climbable; perhaps 
a late number helped or perhaps it 
was superior driving technique over 
brute horsepower. Certainly those 
that witnessed the event were most 
excited. 
 
What will things be like in other 25 

years time?  Well, I hope am I writing a 
report to say how it was 50 years ago!  

Robin Preedy and Derek Chatto, VW Scorpion, 
on Excelsior 

(photo by Jonathan Toulmin) 

MCC Edinburgh Trial 2010 
by Mike Wills 

 

W hen I was asked to write a 
report of the Edinburgh Trial I 
was thinking I would, like 
other reports, provide an 

account of a successful trial having 
cleaned lots of sections, however it hasn’t 
turned out like that! Based in the Midlands 
this is my “local” trial. I did not need to 
take a day off work, and as I returned 
home on the A5 from an out patient clinic 
in Hinckley I was thinking that in a few 
hours I would be riding along the same 
road on my Yamaha Serow. 
 

So I was able to leave home at half past 
midnight and arrived at the start 35 
minutes later. You know how it is on the 
way to the start you start hearing all sorts 
of noises and imagine impending 
mechanical disasters. There were some 
noises but nothing fortunately developed. 
 
After refuelling I went to sign on and found 
several route changes, no major problem 
for car competitors but on a bike many of 
us copy the route to fit into some form of 
roller route then seal it into a box to keep 
out the water and once re-opened is never 
waterproof again. 
 
The next task was to get scrutineered by 
John Lees who had come all the way from 
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West Cornwall to be on duty. We had a 
chat whilst he checked the bike. Then 
spoke with some other bike competitors 
as the cars started to arrive, including long 
time motorcycling friends Mark and John 
Wills who, with their wives were driving a 
pair of Marlins, John for the first time. 
Unfortunately I did not see them again to 
find out how their trial went. 
 
Speaking with Colin Bentham, riding an 
Ariel/Triumph, we agreed to ride together 
as our respective usual riding companions 
had decided not to enter. Soon it was time 
to go and encountered fog on the ride to 
Ashbourne, stopping to clean goggles I 
expected Colin to appear as he had 
started a few minutes later. 
 
Then, realising time was passing by 
continued to the Holding Control where 
MCC President Les Bowler was 
marshalling instead of riding his single 
cylinder BMW, which he had entered class 
0. As Les sent me on my way Colin 
arrived! 
 
At section 1 Haven Hill,  had a few words 
at the start line with Chief Official Roger 
Bibbings, one time sidecar and solo 
competitor. The section was more slippery 
than last year due to the recent rain but no 
problem. 
 
It was on to section 2 Rileys Rise, the 
approach was very muddy and required 
some footing to get to the section. There 
was quite a hold up and the ladies at the 
start line informed us that a sidecar was 
stuck on the section on its side. This was 
put upright and it was time to go. Within a 
few yards, I found myself footing as I 
decided that was easier than falling off. I 
continued in this fashion to the top, first 
failure. 
 
The special test at Deep Rake had the 
usual water hole just before the end and I 
heard at least one competitor overrunning 
the line due to not being able to see as a 
result of hitting the water at speed. 
Daylight was now breaking through. 

On to Black Harry, a usually 
straightforward section, but after the 
restart the front wheel dived into the 
bank - failure number 2. I could see it was 
going to be one of those days. 
 
The next section was Putwell, which was 
used for many years and returned after a 
break. The first part seemed less rough 
than a few years ago but the second part 
with the restart was very rough and 
another fail to maintain forward progress. I 
began to wish I that I was riding my BSA 
B40, as at least I would not have had to 
do a restart. 
 
At Breakfast at Bull I’th Thorn I discovered 
other riders had suffered similar fates. Pat 
Morgan had bent the clutch lever on his 
Honda after an “off” and was about to 
replace it as changing gear was proving 
difficult. Had a few words with Triple editor 
Celia Walton, who with passenger Julia 
Browne were quite happy with their 
performance after a bit of footing on Rileys 
Rise. Colin Bentham had arrived and we 
managed to ride together for the rest of 
the trial 
 
Next stop was the holding control before 
Litton, a chance for a few words with BSA 
3 Wheeler expert, Jeff Calver. then on to 
Litton Slack along the valley and past the 
mill which was enjoyable in the morning 
sunshine. 
 
Litton Slack section was the old escape 
road for the main section in days gone by. 
The motor cyclists were climbing it with no 
problem when I was there but I 
understand the section was cancelled 
later for cars. 
 
It is a great pity we are not able to use the 
main section at present considering it was 
used as far back as 1914 in the ACU 6 
days trial, when heavy rain caused long 
delays, nothing  new, and a riders’ strike 
was threatened! 
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Next came another classic section, 
Bamford Clough where there were a few 
bikes waiting. All started well up to the 
restart where another rider was stuck just 
where I wanted to stop so I came to a halt 
in the middle of the box but was unable to 
find any grip to get away. With help from 
the marshals we pushed the bike beyond 
the stationary bike and I restarted and 
carried on to the end of the section where 
I had a chat with Clerk of the Course, Dick 
Peachey. 
 
The sun was shinning and the Peak 
District was looking spectacular. On to 
Carlton which, although a bit slippery, did 
not present any problem. 
 
Time for tea and cake a Hollingsclough 
control and a chat with results geru Gerry 
Woolcott. Several competitors were sitting 
outside enjoying the sunshine. Rakes 
Head was just up the road but at the 
restart I stopped at an angle and had to 
foot to get back on line. 
 
There was a minor delay at Excelsior and 
the restart was rocky and I am not sure if I 
managed to get my feet up before the 3 
yard marker.  
 

Grangewood was cancelled 
due to the excess rain 
beforehand, it must have been 
in bad condition. 
 
Clough Mine 1&2 were proving 
difficult for bikes, even very 
experienced riders were failing 
these new sections. A marshal 
told me that it was like a river 
the day before. So I decided to 
attack both as fast as possible 
only to end up lying on my 
back at the A boards! In 
contrast, Clough Wood, a 
classic MCC section, was dry 
but rutted. 
 
Dudwood 1 and 2 were 
introduced last year and were 

relatively straight forward as the ground 
was dry. This year was completely 
different, very muddy and no grip, another 
failure, and even managed to put a foot 
down on the Special Test as the front 
wheel slipped away. 
 
Then back to the Bull I’th Thorn to sign off 
and where Colin was about to claim a 
Bronze until he discovered he had lost his 
control card, what bad luck!  
 
I was happy with a Finishers certificate, 
not my best performance in a trial but still 
very enjoyable with a good route and fine 
weather. Thanks to everyone who made 
the event happen. The beer at the finish 
always tastes good. 
 
Into Buxton to the B & B and the Club 
supper in the evening, which was a good 
meal and well served. It was a pity more 
people did not attend and there seemed to 
be a lack of Club Officials present.  
 
Finally, having chatted with John 
Beaumont who told me about the 
problems he had with his Reliant 3 
wheeler suspension collapsing, requiring a 
rebuild on route. He also told me he had 
recently celebrated his 80th birthday!  

Mike on Litton Slack 
(Photo by Jonathan Toulmin) 
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2010 
Edinburgh 
Trial on 
Haven Hill 
 
 
 by Don Stringer 
 
 
 
 

Nigel Hilling,  
Ford Anglia 

 
 
 
 
Vic Lockley & 
Neil Forrest, 
VW Beetle 

 
 
 

Verdun Webley & 
Arnold Lane, 

Rickman Ranger 
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2010 Edin

by Jonath

Litton Slack                   

Steve Greensmith, 
Yamaha, TTR 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

John Beaumont & 
Kelvin Jenkins,  

Reliant Rialto 

 
 
 
 
Geoff Westcott & 
Michelle Maidment, 
CCM 
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nburgh Trial 
 

han Toulmin 
 
 
 
 

                         Excelsior 

Mark Wilson & Gary 
Plummer, Yamaha XT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Richard Griffitn, KTM 

 
 
 
 
 

Celia Walton & Julia 
Browne, Honda Wasp 
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2010 Edinburgh Trial 
on Excelsior 
 

by Jonathan Toulmin 
 

 
 
 
 
Alan Bee & Manjit Singh 
Sehmar,  Austin 7 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Duncan &  

Eleanor Welch, 
Austin Healey 

 
 
 
 
 
Geoff Hodge & Geoff 
Spencer, RDT Spl 
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Edinburgh Trial 2010 - a trial of 
two halves 

by John Looker 
 

W hen Jonathan rang and 
asked if I would pen a few 
words for Restart I was quick 
to agree. It has been 13 

seasons since I started driving my own car 
on these evens and like most of us, time 
has taken its toll on the body and JHW 
has spread at the waist and is beginning 
to show signs of “tin worm”. Therefore 
potentially this was to be the last trial for 
the present set up. 
 
As per normal for me and I think most 
fellow trialers, preparation was left until 
the relative last minute. On checking the 
car out I was surprised to find that the 
brakes needed no adjustment. No grease 
was needed since, as soon as the gun 
was applied, grease came out of the 
joints. There were no punctures to repair. 
The oil was clean and to the maximum 
mark. This then somewhat confused me. It 
was only when Gill my wife came out to 
see what I was up to in the garage and I 
commented to her about this surprising 
state of readiness of the car when she 
commented that she was not surprised. 
Don’t you remember that you had done all 
of this for the Kyrle earlier in the year and 
had to cancel the entry as I had to go into 
hospital at short notice. All suddenly made 
sense. However why is it a car will run 
perfectly the week leading up to a trial but 
on the run to the start suddenly start 
playing up?  
 
Scott arrived at my house at 1:30 am for 
the short run to Tamworth and it is here 
that the sluggish pick up was detected. 
However we pressed on and duly signed 
on before scrutineering. Was it me or was 
there a definite lack of cars at the start? It 
was easy to park and it just did not seem 
as busy as normal.  We met up with 
Richard Peck and his navigator Paul 

Gregory as we normally run as part of a 
team. We started at the allotted time and 
had a trouble free run apart from the pick 
up problem up to the new holding control 
at Carsington Water.  
 
This was to be the first of several delays 
on the day and we were held for just over 
half and hour before being released. On to 
Haven Hill and due to the holding control, 
there were only a couple of cars before we 
were at the start line. We had no problems 
and got cleanly away from the restart for a 
clean. We blew up at the top and waited 
for Richard. When he got to the top he 
asked if our control card had been signed 
at the out control at Carsington. We said it 
had and Richard was concerned that his 
had not been. However due to the loop 
arrangement we could call back to 
Carsington to get it signed en route to the 
new section Riley’s Rise. 
 
On arriving at Riley’s Rise it was evident 
that we were in for another delay as we 
only just got off the road onto the 
approach track. As normal rumours came 
back that someone had gone off the track 
and someone else had a flat battery. Still 
over an hours wait watching dawn break. 
We cleaned this section and I really 
enjoyed this and hope it is one we keep 
for the future. We then moved on to the 
first special test at Deep Rake. It was the 
normal round the tree blast and Richard 
was really trying and was threatened with 
exclusion by the finish marshal for 
covering him from head to toe in water 
from the large lake near the finish. Still he 
must have been trying as he beat my time 
easily.  
 
On to Black Harry through the mine 
complex. We were told by the start 
marshal to watch for a large rock on the 
right just after the start that had caused an 
earlier car to get stuck and take half and 
hour to extract. No problems with the 
section or restart despite picking up a 
puncture but I don’t understand the 10 
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2010 Edinburgh Trial 
on Excelsior 
 

by Jonathan Toulmin 
 

 
 
 
 
Alan Bee & Manjit Singh 
Sehmar,  Austin 7 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Duncan &  

Eleanor Welch, 
Austin Healey 

 
 
 
 
 
Geoff Hodge & Geoff 
Spencer, RDT Spl 
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to agree. It has been 13 
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on these evens and like most of us, time 
has taken its toll on the body and JHW 
has spread at the waist and is beginning 
to show signs of “tin worm”. Therefore 
potentially this was to be the last trial for 
the present set up. 
 
As per normal for me and I think most 
fellow trialers, preparation was left until 
the relative last minute. On checking the 
car out I was surprised to find that the 
brakes needed no adjustment. No grease 
was needed since, as soon as the gun 
was applied, grease came out of the 
joints. There were no punctures to repair. 
The oil was clean and to the maximum 
mark. This then somewhat confused me. It 
was only when Gill my wife came out to 
see what I was up to in the garage and I 
commented to her about this surprising 
state of readiness of the car when she 
commented that she was not surprised. 
Don’t you remember that you had done all 
of this for the Kyrle earlier in the year and 
had to cancel the entry as I had to go into 
hospital at short notice. All suddenly made 
sense. However why is it a car will run 
perfectly the week leading up to a trial but 
on the run to the start suddenly start 
playing up?  
 
Scott arrived at my house at 1:30 am for 
the short run to Tamworth and it is here 
that the sluggish pick up was detected. 
However we pressed on and duly signed 
on before scrutineering. Was it me or was 
there a definite lack of cars at the start? It 
was easy to park and it just did not seem 
as busy as normal.  We met up with 
Richard Peck and his navigator Paul 

Gregory as we normally run as part of a 
team. We started at the allotted time and 
had a trouble free run apart from the pick 
up problem up to the new holding control 
at Carsington Water.  
 
This was to be the first of several delays 
on the day and we were held for just over 
half and hour before being released. On to 
Haven Hill and due to the holding control, 
there were only a couple of cars before we 
were at the start line. We had no problems 
and got cleanly away from the restart for a 
clean. We blew up at the top and waited 
for Richard. When he got to the top he 
asked if our control card had been signed 
at the out control at Carsington. We said it 
had and Richard was concerned that his 
had not been. However due to the loop 
arrangement we could call back to 
Carsington to get it signed en route to the 
new section Riley’s Rise. 
 
On arriving at Riley’s Rise it was evident 
that we were in for another delay as we 
only just got off the road onto the 
approach track. As normal rumours came 
back that someone had gone off the track 
and someone else had a flat battery. Still 
over an hours wait watching dawn break. 
We cleaned this section and I really 
enjoyed this and hope it is one we keep 
for the future. We then moved on to the 
first special test at Deep Rake. It was the 
normal round the tree blast and Richard 
was really trying and was threatened with 
exclusion by the finish marshal for 
covering him from head to toe in water 
from the large lake near the finish. Still he 
must have been trying as he beat my time 
easily.  
 
On to Black Harry through the mine 
complex. We were told by the start 
marshal to watch for a large rock on the 
right just after the start that had caused an 
earlier car to get stuck and take half and 
hour to extract. No problems with the 
section or restart despite picking up a 
puncture but I don’t understand the 10 
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mph max speed limit. I can’t go much 
faster than that in first anyway. From hear 
it was on to Putwell. I failed this section 
last year when a lead came off the coil so 
was determined to do better this year. It is 
strange that it is one section run in two 
parts?  Anyway this year we climbed with 
no problem but took the top section 
relatively slowly picking our way over the 
razor back rocks and off the restart with 
no drama. 
 
It was off to for a well deserved breakfast 
at the Bull I’th Thorn. It is still one of the 
breakfasts that I enjoy and there were lots 
of smiling faces here. We bumped in to 
Michael Leete who said he was adjusting 
to driving the Dellow for the Beetle and we 
also bumped into Brian Osborn. Brain 
asked if we were going back to the West 
Midland that evening as Dudley’s 
navigator needed to get back for a motor 
sport commitment the following day. As 
we were we arranged to meet at the finish 
and pick David Price up and drop him at 
Birmingham International station on the 
way home. We also decided to replace the 
tube that we had punctured on Black 
Harry as we knew we still had some rough 
sections to come. 
  
On to Tideswell Hold Control where we 
were informed that Litton had been 
cancelled. As it was hard to fathom a 
route direct to Bamford, Richard took the 
lead as he comes from the area and knew 
the best route. On arrival at Bamford 
Clough there were only about 10 cars 
waiting but Bamford was on form and it 
was stopping most of the cars. In the 
several year of doing this event this is the 
first time that class 6 had been given a 
restart. The results show that none in 
class 6 climbed it. However I feel a moral 
victory as after failing the restart I backed 
down and managed to get out of the top 
with great encouragement from the crowd. 
 
We then pressed on to Calton for a 
section that is a shadow of what it used to 
be. Perhaps this was my undoing or more 

likely the expert placing of a restart that 
was like glass. Another fail. We just sat 
there wheels spinning. 
 
Still things were to get better as we were 
off to Hollinsclough hold control and tea 
and cakes. On the way there, I realised 
that if we accelerated slowly our hesitation 
disappeared. Was the accelerator pump 
over fuelling? After the tea and cakes we 
backed the pump off two turns and it 
seemed to be better. So it was up the lane 
to Rakes Head. The start was easier this 
year as we were allowed to start from the 
opposite side of the road and got a better 
turn in. Off the restart and clean. On to 
Excelsior which I have failed more that I 
have cleaned. I think I understand that 
restart better now and got off cleanly.  
 
As Grangewood was cancelled, it was off 
to the new sections in Clough Mine and 
as the title suggests the different half of 
the trial. These sections were similar to an 
ACTC style of section and are hard for just 
a clean or fail. Clough Mine 1 had a 
restart for us which we got to and got off, 
but the steep slippery muddy track though 
the trees with a cross gradient proved too 
much. On to Clough Mine 2 which started 
on a bank with a drop down and a climb 
up the opposite steep muddy bank. We 
got past the “A” boards but got stuck in the 
ruts and ground to a standstill. We exited 
the complex and on to the old Clough 
Wood. This section has suffered and is 
very rough. Although the restart was lower 
down than last year and in the worst of the 
rocks, we got away and cleaned it. 
 
On to the final sections and the sting in 
the tail — Dudwood 1 & 2. We did not do 
either of these sections last year, so they 
were new to us. Dudwood 1 started in the 
field and went up through the trees. We 
managed the “A” board but not much 
further but was recorded as a non 
counting stop as no one else in our class 
climbed it. Turn round and back down to 
Dudwood 2. This started by the farm 
buildings turning right and up through the 
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trees again. The section veered left as it 
climbed but as we turned left we were on 
the roots of the trees and the car shot 
sideways. We cannoned off the tree with a 
resounding crash but carried on. As 
mentioned earlier the car has been trialled 
for 13 season without hitting anything. The 
result was a badly stoved in rear near-side 
wing and a dent to the shell. 
 
There only remained the final special test 
which could best be described as 
ploughing as it was deep rutted soil which 

did not allow the car to turn in. The final 
leg was to return to the Bull I’th Thorn to 
sign off and pick up David for a run back 
home. 
 
On reflection I can understand the 
pressure to supplement sections that have 
been lost with the new sections but the 
general feeling at the finish was that these 
sections were more like a single day trial 
ACTC type section. Hence the title of a 
trial of two halves. 

Edinburgh Trial 2010 on CYD 
the WASP 

by  Alison Daniels  
 

F amilies — got to love them! What 
do you do when your cousin rings 
you the week before an event and 
begs you to passenger his 

sidecar? Give up a warm bed and relaxing 
weekend and head off to Tamworth, that's 
what! I'd survived the Land's End trial a 
couple of years ago but only just; and was 
still a real novice at this event thing. 
However, I was reassured that the new 
'outfit' was far superior to the last and 
should actually make it up some of the 
sections.  We might even finish.   
 
Practice was needed as it had been a 
while since I'd performed the role of 
movable ballast so 2 laps of the car park 
later and we deemed ourselves ready. 
We'd opted for an early start so we got 2 
whole hours of snoozing before heading to 
our 1.30am departure, it all adds to the 
romance of the thing I'm sure. As I've said, 
I'm a novice to all this and meeting up with 
a bunch of leather clad bikers and goggled 
motorists all about to head off in the 
middle of the night is a bizarre thing to be 
doing on a Saturday morning. Checking 
out each others machinery and hushed 
conversations on carburettors, oil cooling 
and torque (really, what is that?) made it 

all the more surreal, I have no idea what 
most of it was about but it sounded 
complex and requiring more spanners 
than I possess.  
  
A long ride to the first check in and the 
letting down of tyres (we get arrested for 
that sort of thing where I live but it all 
seemed normal here) and off to Haven 
Hill, a pleasantly successful first hill 
although the many gates kept me busy. 
Rileys Rise proved a nasty second with 
both friends on bikes falling off before 
even entering the start of the section. 
They did however, complete the section 
unlike us as my rider decided to plunge us 
into the gulley and up the bank and so 
stopped our ascent. Black Harry was far 
more tame than the name suggested and 
the Observed test in the quarry was very 
entertaining; anyone else get soaked by 
the big puddle at the end or did everyone 
else actually see it before they hit it?! 
Putwell was lethal, I wouldn't take my 
mountain bike up or down that with its 
teeth of stone, but somehow we made it 
without a puncture or hospital visit. 
 
A well deserved break and full English 
breakfast just as the sun came up was a 
fitting reward. 
 
Our early start meant that we not only got 
to attempt Litton Slack but also clear it and 
commiserations to those that found the 
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mph max speed limit. I can’t go much 
faster than that in first anyway. From hear 
it was on to Putwell. I failed this section 
last year when a lead came off the coil so 
was determined to do better this year. It is 
strange that it is one section run in two 
parts?  Anyway this year we climbed with 
no problem but took the top section 
relatively slowly picking our way over the 
razor back rocks and off the restart with 
no drama. 
 
It was off to for a well deserved breakfast 
at the Bull I’th Thorn. It is still one of the 
breakfasts that I enjoy and there were lots 
of smiling faces here. We bumped in to 
Michael Leete who said he was adjusting 
to driving the Dellow for the Beetle and we 
also bumped into Brian Osborn. Brain 
asked if we were going back to the West 
Midland that evening as Dudley’s 
navigator needed to get back for a motor 
sport commitment the following day. As 
we were we arranged to meet at the finish 
and pick David Price up and drop him at 
Birmingham International station on the 
way home. We also decided to replace the 
tube that we had punctured on Black 
Harry as we knew we still had some rough 
sections to come. 
  
On to Tideswell Hold Control where we 
were informed that Litton had been 
cancelled. As it was hard to fathom a 
route direct to Bamford, Richard took the 
lead as he comes from the area and knew 
the best route. On arrival at Bamford 
Clough there were only about 10 cars 
waiting but Bamford was on form and it 
was stopping most of the cars. In the 
several year of doing this event this is the 
first time that class 6 had been given a 
restart. The results show that none in 
class 6 climbed it. However I feel a moral 
victory as after failing the restart I backed 
down and managed to get out of the top 
with great encouragement from the crowd. 
 
We then pressed on to Calton for a 
section that is a shadow of what it used to 
be. Perhaps this was my undoing or more 

likely the expert placing of a restart that 
was like glass. Another fail. We just sat 
there wheels spinning. 
 
Still things were to get better as we were 
off to Hollinsclough hold control and tea 
and cakes. On the way there, I realised 
that if we accelerated slowly our hesitation 
disappeared. Was the accelerator pump 
over fuelling? After the tea and cakes we 
backed the pump off two turns and it 
seemed to be better. So it was up the lane 
to Rakes Head. The start was easier this 
year as we were allowed to start from the 
opposite side of the road and got a better 
turn in. Off the restart and clean. On to 
Excelsior which I have failed more that I 
have cleaned. I think I understand that 
restart better now and got off cleanly.  
 
As Grangewood was cancelled, it was off 
to the new sections in Clough Mine and 
as the title suggests the different half of 
the trial. These sections were similar to an 
ACTC style of section and are hard for just 
a clean or fail. Clough Mine 1 had a 
restart for us which we got to and got off, 
but the steep slippery muddy track though 
the trees with a cross gradient proved too 
much. On to Clough Mine 2 which started 
on a bank with a drop down and a climb 
up the opposite steep muddy bank. We 
got past the “A” boards but got stuck in the 
ruts and ground to a standstill. We exited 
the complex and on to the old Clough 
Wood. This section has suffered and is 
very rough. Although the restart was lower 
down than last year and in the worst of the 
rocks, we got away and cleaned it. 
 
On to the final sections and the sting in 
the tail — Dudwood 1 & 2. We did not do 
either of these sections last year, so they 
were new to us. Dudwood 1 started in the 
field and went up through the trees. We 
managed the “A” board but not much 
further but was recorded as a non 
counting stop as no one else in our class 
climbed it. Turn round and back down to 
Dudwood 2. This started by the farm 
buildings turning right and up through the 
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trees again. The section veered left as it 
climbed but as we turned left we were on 
the roots of the trees and the car shot 
sideways. We cannoned off the tree with a 
resounding crash but carried on. As 
mentioned earlier the car has been trialled 
for 13 season without hitting anything. The 
result was a badly stoved in rear near-side 
wing and a dent to the shell. 
 
There only remained the final special test 
which could best be described as 
ploughing as it was deep rutted soil which 

did not allow the car to turn in. The final 
leg was to return to the Bull I’th Thorn to 
sign off and pick up David for a run back 
home. 
 
On reflection I can understand the 
pressure to supplement sections that have 
been lost with the new sections but the 
general feeling at the finish was that these 
sections were more like a single day trial 
ACTC type section. Hence the title of a 
trial of two halves. 

Edinburgh Trial 2010 on CYD 
the WASP 

by  Alison Daniels  
 

F amilies — got to love them! What 
do you do when your cousin rings 
you the week before an event and 
begs you to passenger his 

sidecar? Give up a warm bed and relaxing 
weekend and head off to Tamworth, that's 
what! I'd survived the Land's End trial a 
couple of years ago but only just; and was 
still a real novice at this event thing. 
However, I was reassured that the new 
'outfit' was far superior to the last and 
should actually make it up some of the 
sections.  We might even finish.   
 
Practice was needed as it had been a 
while since I'd performed the role of 
movable ballast so 2 laps of the car park 
later and we deemed ourselves ready. 
We'd opted for an early start so we got 2 
whole hours of snoozing before heading to 
our 1.30am departure, it all adds to the 
romance of the thing I'm sure. As I've said, 
I'm a novice to all this and meeting up with 
a bunch of leather clad bikers and goggled 
motorists all about to head off in the 
middle of the night is a bizarre thing to be 
doing on a Saturday morning. Checking 
out each others machinery and hushed 
conversations on carburettors, oil cooling 
and torque (really, what is that?) made it 

all the more surreal, I have no idea what 
most of it was about but it sounded 
complex and requiring more spanners 
than I possess.  
  
A long ride to the first check in and the 
letting down of tyres (we get arrested for 
that sort of thing where I live but it all 
seemed normal here) and off to Haven 
Hill, a pleasantly successful first hill 
although the many gates kept me busy. 
Rileys Rise proved a nasty second with 
both friends on bikes falling off before 
even entering the start of the section. 
They did however, complete the section 
unlike us as my rider decided to plunge us 
into the gulley and up the bank and so 
stopped our ascent. Black Harry was far 
more tame than the name suggested and 
the Observed test in the quarry was very 
entertaining; anyone else get soaked by 
the big puddle at the end or did everyone 
else actually see it before they hit it?! 
Putwell was lethal, I wouldn't take my 
mountain bike up or down that with its 
teeth of stone, but somehow we made it 
without a puncture or hospital visit. 
 
A well deserved break and full English 
breakfast just as the sun came up was a 
fitting reward. 
 
Our early start meant that we not only got 
to attempt Litton Slack but also clear it and 
commiserations to those that found the 
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section closed. It wasn't the old route but 
certainly made for slippery going and the 3 
wheels rather than 2 found the going a lot 
easier. We, oh so nearly, made it up 
Bamford Clough but the urge to make it 
onto You Tube proved too irresistible and 
the outfit hitting the bank and ending up 
on its side should certainly make it online. 
I have the bruises to prove it. However, 
my favourite part of the section were the 
signs of 'Caution' along the route. No 
kidding! 
 
Froggat Garage was an unplanned DIY 
stop to mend a gear lever. I lent my 
expertise and support of course, and then 
off to Calton and Hollinsclough Village 
hall, what fabulous cake!  
 
Rakes Head should have been filmed, 
such was the sheer perfection of our ride 
up it, and the run out at the top was just 
lovely. It must be said that the roads, 
villages and obscure lanes were just 
stunning to ride through, watching the mist 
lift out of the valley or the views of the 
dales made it a real pleasure and the fact  
it wasn't raining also helped!  We did our 
bit for the countryside by herding an errant 
cow back into its field before it came too 
close to traffic but it was strangely wary of 
us all in our helmets and leathers. 

Excelsior was great but Clough Mine was 
really hard! We fared better than the bikes 
and cleared the first section but no 
amount of bouncing on the back wheel got 
us through the slippery second section. 
 
Tiredness began to hit towards the end 
and Dudwood proved a bit too much. I 
eventually confessed that the reason we 
lost grip on Dudwood 1 was because I'd 
jumped off the back temporarily as I 
thought we were going to tip over, my 
rider not even noticing! It also nearly 
proved to be too much for the outfit, I've 
not seen oil sizzle on an engine before but 
even I knew it wasn't meant to get that 
hot. However, a rest later, watching the 
bikes on the observed section and she 
cooled enough to make the journey back 
to the pub and to well deserved 
completion certificates. And all without the 
assistance of the RAC. 
 
I can honestly say I had a fantastic 
weekend and loved every minute of it. My 
respect goes to all those that do this on a 
regular basis and admiration and thanks 
to the many stewards and marshals who 
manage it all. What a fabulous thing to be 
able to do still in Britain; keep on with the 
tradition is all I can say. 
 

Ebworth Trial 2010 
by Jade Bray 

 

F ollowing on from having the 
privilege of driving on the Stroud 
Lady’s Trial, I was encouraged to 
obtain a competition licence and 

have the opportunity to drive in my first 
Classic Trial. Saturday 9th October 2010 
started abruptly as the alarm sounded at 
3am and within the hour we were on the 
road to start our 2 & ½ hour journey (130 
Miles). Luckily for me I was being 
chauffeured this weekend, which was a 
nice change! At 4:30 am I received a text 
from Emma Robilliard advising that she 

and Groover had also just left home and 
were on their way from Cornwall. We 
arrived at Stonehouse by 7am to make 
sure that we were in time for our class 8 
early scrutineering. 
 
Transferring from the Nissan Patrol to 
Tony Underhill’s Triumph Special as 
daylight broke was a bit of a culture shock 
and it wasn’t long until hats, gloves and 
coats were put on. As we drove along the 
B4070 our eventful day started, just before 
arriving at the start we had a very close 
shave as a low flying bird had decided that 
he was going to try and join us in the car. 
Luckily for us he chose a flight path about 
a foot above our heads. 
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Entering the woods, it was clear that today 
was going to offer great challenging 
conditions. The sun was breaking, the 
wind was gentle and the ground was wet 
and slippery from the rain the previous 
weekend. We soon found the 
scrutineering queue and I found myself 
having another panic as when leaving 
Bedfordshire the only item I was really 
concerned about making sure I had with 
me, had disappeared from my bag – my 
comp licence! This was self inflicted 
stress, as once I had run round to the lake 
I found my licence sitting happily on the 
backseat of the car I was starting to think 
that my day was jinxed, but luckily it 
wasn’t. After getting signed on, car had 
passed scrutineering all there was to do 
was wait for the event to commence. 
 
There was a bit of a delayed start for the 
drivers briefing, the crowd had gathered 
but Dave Haizelden was late arriving and 
had managed to get his car wedged in a 
couple of large ruts while trying to reverse 
park in the start line up. This brought a 
large cheer before Carl Talbot was able to 
give us the information we needed. As a 
slight change we were advised that we 
were allowed to walk all the sections in 
round one, but the start line was the 
boundary for round 2 & 3 as the restarts 
will then come in to play and will be 
hidden within the section.  All competitors 
had a prompt start with classes 1 – 6 
starting at the other side of the woods to 
classes 7 & 8. 
 
Class 7 & 8 were sent off to hill 8, which 
was also known as ‘Now Here’. As we all 
pulled up we were greeted by Neil Bray, 
Craig Connah, Bill & Liz Bennett. The 
section started on the flat, climbed to the 
11 and as you passed through the trees 
and over a lipped edge the steep, slick 
mud bank in front of us was left very wide 
so all drivers could decide on the route 
they would like to take.  After speaking 
with the marshalls they advised that their 
section stayed challenging all day, they 

didn’t use a restart and their hill remained 
impassable. They spoke about people 
hitting a few trees, everyone trying 
different lines, speeds and revs and saw 3 
vehicles managing to reach the 1 marker. 
 
Moving on to Cotsworld Avenue 1 & 2 
these sections didn’t suit me all day, with 
the deviation being put in on rounds 2 & 3 
and the 180 bend into Cotsworld Avenue 
2 seemed a difficult challenge for me on 
all rounds and I didn’t manage to pass 
these without picking up lots of points. 
 
The bottom of Fairbank was marshalled 
by Nigel and Gemma Weeks. The start 
was very steep, then through the chicane 
of trees, which caught a few people out. 
As the day went on, this became very 
slippery and a restart was added, which 
was difficult for class 7&8 to move from. 
 
After driving the first round we passed 
Duncan Stephens’ & Nigel Green, who 
unfortunately had been experiencing a few 
major issues in the Dutton Melos that 
Duncan was using for the first time, 
following some major last-minute work. 
Sadly after both front brake calipers 
seizing, throttle pedal slipping, having play 
in the fuel pump, kill switch failing so 
electrics were not working they had to 
retire after 19 hills with the fuel pick up 
broken.  
 
Shortly after we passed Rick Neale in the 
other Melos and we stopped to offer him a 
couple of exhaust clamps as he had just 
ripped his exhaust off and the front spring 
fell out of the damper because of some 
contact with a tree on Little Devil - Pete & 
Carly Hart’s hill. 
 
The 30-minute lunch break was soon 
upon us and the weather was still holding 
out. We had completed 2 of the 3 rounds 
so knew once we had been fed and 
watered we had 12 sections left to 
complete. Workman’s hump had changed 
completely and was a great section, the 
restart was a struggle to get to but luckily 
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section closed. It wasn't the old route but 
certainly made for slippery going and the 3 
wheels rather than 2 found the going a lot 
easier. We, oh so nearly, made it up 
Bamford Clough but the urge to make it 
onto You Tube proved too irresistible and 
the outfit hitting the bank and ending up 
on its side should certainly make it online. 
I have the bruises to prove it. However, 
my favourite part of the section were the 
signs of 'Caution' along the route. No 
kidding! 
 
Froggat Garage was an unplanned DIY 
stop to mend a gear lever. I lent my 
expertise and support of course, and then 
off to Calton and Hollinsclough Village 
hall, what fabulous cake!  
 
Rakes Head should have been filmed, 
such was the sheer perfection of our ride 
up it, and the run out at the top was just 
lovely. It must be said that the roads, 
villages and obscure lanes were just 
stunning to ride through, watching the mist 
lift out of the valley or the views of the 
dales made it a real pleasure and the fact  
it wasn't raining also helped!  We did our 
bit for the countryside by herding an errant 
cow back into its field before it came too 
close to traffic but it was strangely wary of 
us all in our helmets and leathers. 

Excelsior was great but Clough Mine was 
really hard! We fared better than the bikes 
and cleared the first section but no 
amount of bouncing on the back wheel got 
us through the slippery second section. 
 
Tiredness began to hit towards the end 
and Dudwood proved a bit too much. I 
eventually confessed that the reason we 
lost grip on Dudwood 1 was because I'd 
jumped off the back temporarily as I 
thought we were going to tip over, my 
rider not even noticing! It also nearly 
proved to be too much for the outfit, I've 
not seen oil sizzle on an engine before but 
even I knew it wasn't meant to get that 
hot. However, a rest later, watching the 
bikes on the observed section and she 
cooled enough to make the journey back 
to the pub and to well deserved 
completion certificates. And all without the 
assistance of the RAC. 
 
I can honestly say I had a fantastic 
weekend and loved every minute of it. My 
respect goes to all those that do this on a 
regular basis and admiration and thanks 
to the many stewards and marshals who 
manage it all. What a fabulous thing to be 
able to do still in Britain; keep on with the 
tradition is all I can say. 
 

Ebworth Trial 2010 
by Jade Bray 

 

F ollowing on from having the 
privilege of driving on the Stroud 
Lady’s Trial, I was encouraged to 
obtain a competition licence and 

have the opportunity to drive in my first 
Classic Trial. Saturday 9th October 2010 
started abruptly as the alarm sounded at 
3am and within the hour we were on the 
road to start our 2 & ½ hour journey (130 
Miles). Luckily for me I was being 
chauffeured this weekend, which was a 
nice change! At 4:30 am I received a text 
from Emma Robilliard advising that she 

and Groover had also just left home and 
were on their way from Cornwall. We 
arrived at Stonehouse by 7am to make 
sure that we were in time for our class 8 
early scrutineering. 
 
Transferring from the Nissan Patrol to 
Tony Underhill’s Triumph Special as 
daylight broke was a bit of a culture shock 
and it wasn’t long until hats, gloves and 
coats were put on. As we drove along the 
B4070 our eventful day started, just before 
arriving at the start we had a very close 
shave as a low flying bird had decided that 
he was going to try and join us in the car. 
Luckily for us he chose a flight path about 
a foot above our heads. 
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Entering the woods, it was clear that today 
was going to offer great challenging 
conditions. The sun was breaking, the 
wind was gentle and the ground was wet 
and slippery from the rain the previous 
weekend. We soon found the 
scrutineering queue and I found myself 
having another panic as when leaving 
Bedfordshire the only item I was really 
concerned about making sure I had with 
me, had disappeared from my bag – my 
comp licence! This was self inflicted 
stress, as once I had run round to the lake 
I found my licence sitting happily on the 
backseat of the car I was starting to think 
that my day was jinxed, but luckily it 
wasn’t. After getting signed on, car had 
passed scrutineering all there was to do 
was wait for the event to commence. 
 
There was a bit of a delayed start for the 
drivers briefing, the crowd had gathered 
but Dave Haizelden was late arriving and 
had managed to get his car wedged in a 
couple of large ruts while trying to reverse 
park in the start line up. This brought a 
large cheer before Carl Talbot was able to 
give us the information we needed. As a 
slight change we were advised that we 
were allowed to walk all the sections in 
round one, but the start line was the 
boundary for round 2 & 3 as the restarts 
will then come in to play and will be 
hidden within the section.  All competitors 
had a prompt start with classes 1 – 6 
starting at the other side of the woods to 
classes 7 & 8. 
 
Class 7 & 8 were sent off to hill 8, which 
was also known as ‘Now Here’. As we all 
pulled up we were greeted by Neil Bray, 
Craig Connah, Bill & Liz Bennett. The 
section started on the flat, climbed to the 
11 and as you passed through the trees 
and over a lipped edge the steep, slick 
mud bank in front of us was left very wide 
so all drivers could decide on the route 
they would like to take.  After speaking 
with the marshalls they advised that their 
section stayed challenging all day, they 

didn’t use a restart and their hill remained 
impassable. They spoke about people 
hitting a few trees, everyone trying 
different lines, speeds and revs and saw 3 
vehicles managing to reach the 1 marker. 
 
Moving on to Cotsworld Avenue 1 & 2 
these sections didn’t suit me all day, with 
the deviation being put in on rounds 2 & 3 
and the 180 bend into Cotsworld Avenue 
2 seemed a difficult challenge for me on 
all rounds and I didn’t manage to pass 
these without picking up lots of points. 
 
The bottom of Fairbank was marshalled 
by Nigel and Gemma Weeks. The start 
was very steep, then through the chicane 
of trees, which caught a few people out. 
As the day went on, this became very 
slippery and a restart was added, which 
was difficult for class 7&8 to move from. 
 
After driving the first round we passed 
Duncan Stephens’ & Nigel Green, who 
unfortunately had been experiencing a few 
major issues in the Dutton Melos that 
Duncan was using for the first time, 
following some major last-minute work. 
Sadly after both front brake calipers 
seizing, throttle pedal slipping, having play 
in the fuel pump, kill switch failing so 
electrics were not working they had to 
retire after 19 hills with the fuel pick up 
broken.  
 
Shortly after we passed Rick Neale in the 
other Melos and we stopped to offer him a 
couple of exhaust clamps as he had just 
ripped his exhaust off and the front spring 
fell out of the damper because of some 
contact with a tree on Little Devil - Pete & 
Carly Hart’s hill. 
 
The 30-minute lunch break was soon 
upon us and the weather was still holding 
out. We had completed 2 of the 3 rounds 
so knew once we had been fed and 
watered we had 12 sections left to 
complete. Workman’s hump had changed 
completely and was a great section, the 
restart was a struggle to get to but luckily 
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for me the car dug in and with Tony’s 
bouncing it pulled away allowing me to 
gain a clear. 

Carrols started off on a right hand camber, 
which you had to try and keep the car in 
the ruts up to the 6, then it popped out on 
the left hand side of the section, all the 
way back down to the bottom and a little 
bank for the finish. A restart was added for 
last round and Bart was the only one to 
get off of this. 
 

Dudley Sterry had an amazing restart on 
Cowleaze and managed to stop all of 
class 7 & 8 on round 3 apart from Chris 

Wall and Anneka Cowley in 
the Dellow. 
 
All in all this was a great trial, 
after leaving the woods it was 
off to The Crown Inn in 
Minchinhampton via the car 
wash to hear the results of 
the day. The overall award 
went to Dick Bolt in his class 
3 Ford Escort, Dave 
Haizelden took 1st in class 1, 
Clive Kalber got 1st in class 3, 
Martin Grimrod got 1st in 
class 4, Stephen Glover got 
1st in class 6, Rick Neale took 
1st in class 7 and Tris White 
took 1st in class 8. 
 
This whole experience I have 
Tony Underhill to thank for 

not only letting me use his Triumph 
Special (even with sparks flying out of the 
bottom of his car on every section) he 
encouraged, helped and advised me all 
the way round the 36 sections which 
resulted in me enjoying every minute of 
the day and gave me the opportunity of 
winning the Lady’s award. - Cheers Dude!!  

Jade & Tony on the 2010 Ebworth 

2010 Ebworth Trial 
by Rachel Allaway 

 

I  was not looking forward to the Ebworth 
trial as the day before I was told I had 
tonsilllitis and not to mention the fact 
that I was up against the experts of the 

trialling world. 
 
At 6:15am I turned up at Dad's, the Nova 
was on the trailer ready to go, something 
that I was not ready to do! 15 minutes 
later my Aunt turned up, as she was 
coming to marshal and give moral 
support. 
 

As always in the Allaway tradition we 
didn't leave at the time planned, I could 
have had an extra half an hour in bed! We 
met Dave Haizelden and Matt Sparks at 
the Sroud services and then made our 
way quickly to the start and signing on, 
which we made just in time as all the other 
drivers were getting into their cars. 
 
Class 1 were sent off to hill one where we 
met Dad's cousin Ian who was also 
marshalling. Section one was called  
Butlers Grove, however when I got there it 
seemed to be called section begins..? 
James Shallcross and Dave went first with 
gentle climbs to the 6 marker, next was 
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me, wishing I was the only one at the 
section and nobody else could see me 
muck things up. Using all my best PCT 
experience I got the Nova to the 8 marker 
before it stopped, then it was onto the 
special test...eek!  
 
This was the part I had been dreading 
since signing up to do the trial. This took 
several attempts as first time Colin 
Frances struggled to operate the modern 
technology of a stop watch, then I 
struggled to find first gear but in the end I 
got a time for both tests. Quick time on the 
first test for James Shallcross. Equal times 
on the second test from Simon Groves 
and Rick Neale. With a huge sigh it was 
onto Carrols, Dad walked me up and 
around the section telling me where to go 
and what not to do, the plan was sorted 
and to my amazement I got to the 2 
marker. 
 
Beachwood had Alison Eamer running the 
start line, this hill I struggled with all day. 
With 8s on the first two rounds then a 12 
on the last round. 
 
The next two hills were Lake Side and 
Little Devil, Lake Side I got to the 8 marker 
while Nick Farmer and Rick Neale got 
cleans. Little Devil was being ran by Pete 
and Carly Hart and for me this section 
lived up to its name because despite my 
best efforts I couldn't get the car past the 
flipping 11 marker. 
 
Fostens Bank and Cowleaze were next 
and this is where I handed it out to the 
best front wheel drivers in the 
championship. I beat James on Fostens 
Bank with a CLEAN and Dave on 
Cowleaze with a CLEAN!, which seemed 
to impress Chris Phillips the Restart 
championship compiler. Fellow PCT 
competitor Chris Buckle had a good climb 
to the 2 marker on Fostens.  
 
Bill and Liz Bennett were running Now 
Here and despite the mud I managed the 
same score as Dave and James with a 5. 
Cotswold Avenue 1 & 2 were side by side. 

I used a deviation between two trees to 
get to the 4 marker on one and out 
climbed both Dave and James to reach 
the 8 marker on two. 
 
Farbank and Workman's Tump were the 
last two hills on the round. Farbank had 
Andrew Brown lending a hand to run the 
hill and again on the first round I out 
scored Dave and matched James. 
Workman's Tump was the last hill on the 
round for class 1, Chris Buckle again 
made the 2 marker and Andrew Hopwood 
made the 5 marker on the second round, 
as for myself I managed 3 cleans on this 
hill. Nigel Moss had the lowest score of 9 
points on the first round just ahead of Dick 
Bolt.  
 
After some more paracetamol and a few 
deep breaths, it was time for round two. 
Having got a 2 on Carrols first time around 
I could only manage a 6 on the second 
round as my foot came off the pedal going 
over a bump which smacked my knee into 
the steering column and yes, I do have a 
bruise to prove it!  
 
After cleaning Fostens and Cowleaze I 
could only manage a 2 and a 7 on the 
second time around, I blame the 
paracetamol for not kicking in quickly 
enough.  (That’s a new excuse ! — Ed.) 
 
By the end of the second round, it was 
time for a well earned dinner break for 
both marshals and competitors. In the 
results Dick Bolt had taken over the lead 
from Nigel Moss. There had been three 
retirements Colin Perryman from class 4, 
Duncan Stephens from class 7, and Giles 
Greenslade from class 6, who had an oil 
pressure light that refused to behave itself. 
 
We started the last round with a 5 on 
Butlers Grove but on returning to the 
bottom we found we had a puncture so it 
was a quick dash up to the trailer to 
change the wheel. We then made our way 
to Carrols which I cleaned this time (woop,
woop!)  
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for me the car dug in and with Tony’s 
bouncing it pulled away allowing me to 
gain a clear. 

Carrols started off on a right hand camber, 
which you had to try and keep the car in 
the ruts up to the 6, then it popped out on 
the left hand side of the section, all the 
way back down to the bottom and a little 
bank for the finish. A restart was added for 
last round and Bart was the only one to 
get off of this. 
 

Dudley Sterry had an amazing restart on 
Cowleaze and managed to stop all of 
class 7 & 8 on round 3 apart from Chris 

Wall and Anneka Cowley in 
the Dellow. 
 
All in all this was a great trial, 
after leaving the woods it was 
off to The Crown Inn in 
Minchinhampton via the car 
wash to hear the results of 
the day. The overall award 
went to Dick Bolt in his class 
3 Ford Escort, Dave 
Haizelden took 1st in class 1, 
Clive Kalber got 1st in class 3, 
Martin Grimrod got 1st in 
class 4, Stephen Glover got 
1st in class 6, Rick Neale took 
1st in class 7 and Tris White 
took 1st in class 8. 
 
This whole experience I have 
Tony Underhill to thank for 

not only letting me use his Triumph 
Special (even with sparks flying out of the 
bottom of his car on every section) he 
encouraged, helped and advised me all 
the way round the 36 sections which 
resulted in me enjoying every minute of 
the day and gave me the opportunity of 
winning the Lady’s award. - Cheers Dude!!  

Jade & Tony on the 2010 Ebworth 

2010 Ebworth Trial 
by Rachel Allaway 

 

I  was not looking forward to the Ebworth 
trial as the day before I was told I had 
tonsilllitis and not to mention the fact 
that I was up against the experts of the 

trialling world. 
 
At 6:15am I turned up at Dad's, the Nova 
was on the trailer ready to go, something 
that I was not ready to do! 15 minutes 
later my Aunt turned up, as she was 
coming to marshal and give moral 
support. 
 

As always in the Allaway tradition we 
didn't leave at the time planned, I could 
have had an extra half an hour in bed! We 
met Dave Haizelden and Matt Sparks at 
the Sroud services and then made our 
way quickly to the start and signing on, 
which we made just in time as all the other 
drivers were getting into their cars. 
 
Class 1 were sent off to hill one where we 
met Dad's cousin Ian who was also 
marshalling. Section one was called  
Butlers Grove, however when I got there it 
seemed to be called section begins..? 
James Shallcross and Dave went first with 
gentle climbs to the 6 marker, next was 
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me, wishing I was the only one at the 
section and nobody else could see me 
muck things up. Using all my best PCT 
experience I got the Nova to the 8 marker 
before it stopped, then it was onto the 
special test...eek!  
 
This was the part I had been dreading 
since signing up to do the trial. This took 
several attempts as first time Colin 
Frances struggled to operate the modern 
technology of a stop watch, then I 
struggled to find first gear but in the end I 
got a time for both tests. Quick time on the 
first test for James Shallcross. Equal times 
on the second test from Simon Groves 
and Rick Neale. With a huge sigh it was 
onto Carrols, Dad walked me up and 
around the section telling me where to go 
and what not to do, the plan was sorted 
and to my amazement I got to the 2 
marker. 
 
Beachwood had Alison Eamer running the 
start line, this hill I struggled with all day. 
With 8s on the first two rounds then a 12 
on the last round. 
 
The next two hills were Lake Side and 
Little Devil, Lake Side I got to the 8 marker 
while Nick Farmer and Rick Neale got 
cleans. Little Devil was being ran by Pete 
and Carly Hart and for me this section 
lived up to its name because despite my 
best efforts I couldn't get the car past the 
flipping 11 marker. 
 
Fostens Bank and Cowleaze were next 
and this is where I handed it out to the 
best front wheel drivers in the 
championship. I beat James on Fostens 
Bank with a CLEAN and Dave on 
Cowleaze with a CLEAN!, which seemed 
to impress Chris Phillips the Restart 
championship compiler. Fellow PCT 
competitor Chris Buckle had a good climb 
to the 2 marker on Fostens.  
 
Bill and Liz Bennett were running Now 
Here and despite the mud I managed the 
same score as Dave and James with a 5. 
Cotswold Avenue 1 & 2 were side by side. 

I used a deviation between two trees to 
get to the 4 marker on one and out 
climbed both Dave and James to reach 
the 8 marker on two. 
 
Farbank and Workman's Tump were the 
last two hills on the round. Farbank had 
Andrew Brown lending a hand to run the 
hill and again on the first round I out 
scored Dave and matched James. 
Workman's Tump was the last hill on the 
round for class 1, Chris Buckle again 
made the 2 marker and Andrew Hopwood 
made the 5 marker on the second round, 
as for myself I managed 3 cleans on this 
hill. Nigel Moss had the lowest score of 9 
points on the first round just ahead of Dick 
Bolt.  
 
After some more paracetamol and a few 
deep breaths, it was time for round two. 
Having got a 2 on Carrols first time around 
I could only manage a 6 on the second 
round as my foot came off the pedal going 
over a bump which smacked my knee into 
the steering column and yes, I do have a 
bruise to prove it!  
 
After cleaning Fostens and Cowleaze I 
could only manage a 2 and a 7 on the 
second time around, I blame the 
paracetamol for not kicking in quickly 
enough.  (That’s a new excuse ! — Ed.) 
 
By the end of the second round, it was 
time for a well earned dinner break for 
both marshals and competitors. In the 
results Dick Bolt had taken over the lead 
from Nigel Moss. There had been three 
retirements Colin Perryman from class 4, 
Duncan Stephens from class 7, and Giles 
Greenslade from class 6, who had an oil 
pressure light that refused to behave itself. 
 
We started the last round with a 5 on 
Butlers Grove but on returning to the 
bottom we found we had a puncture so it 
was a quick dash up to the trailer to 
change the wheel. We then made our way 
to Carrols which I cleaned this time (woop,
woop!)  
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By the time we got to Now Here the mud 
must have had more grip as I got to the 7 
marker instead of the 9 on the second 
round. Dave had got the Golf going well 
on the third round despite having an oil 
pressure problem but came to an abrupt 
halt on Workmans Tump with an 11 when 
the engine cut out. Despite this, he took 
class 1. Dick Bolt took the overall win, 
Clive Kalber took class 3, Martin Grinrod 
took class 4, Steven Glover took class 6, 

class 7 went to Rick Neale, Tristan White 
took class 8, and Nigel Moss took best 
Stroud. The other lady competitor Jade 
Bray took the lady's award in a class 8 
car. 
 
I would like to say thank you to all the 
Stroud organisers and marshals for 
making my first classic trial an enjoyable 
challenge and a big thanks to Dad for 
trusting me not to plant the Nova in a 
tree!! 

2010 Exmoor Clouds Trial 
by Julia Browne 

 

I  blame Al Lidgate for the whole thing.  
He was talking to me at some 
Godforsaken hour on the Edinburgh 
Trial about whether I'd like to 

passenger for him while Mikey was still 
broken from the Torbay Trial last March.  I 
was a bit sleep-deprived (so was he) and 
it appears a deal was struck. 
 
After the Clouds last year (I believe I may 
have moaned it about it in this very 
publication after the event) Mikey and I 
had agreed it was just Too Exhausting to 
come back year on year and get your little 
ass whipped by the tough sections and 
the other sidecar crews, so we wouldn't 
enter again until the memory had faded.  It 
was a bit of a lurch, then, to see the 
routecard showed a return to the Clouds 
sections that we knew and had enjoyed 
from our days on the solo XR600s – 
Hindon Farm, Slade Lane, Vinegar Hill - 
“Wish we were riding,” Mikey said, but at 
6.30 on Sunday morning he didn't seem 
that bothered. 
 
Al and I were the first away from the start 
and the first to Hindon Farm which was 
steeper than I remembered but once the 
marshals were arranged we were off, 
cleaned the restart nicely and on our way. 
 
The next couple of sections were in 
Bratton Court Woods, home of the 

enduros, and the first of these, Rollies, 
was very tricky for the sidecars.  It was a 
short run up to a hard right hander and up 
a steep grassy bank.  I may have been too 
far over the bike, I certainly wasn't ready 
to catch the chair when it bounced on a rut 
and so we rolled gently over and stopped 
barely off the turn. 
 
It was a relief to see the other chairs 
struggling; none of us saw the top of this 
section, although not everyone failed quite 
as early as we had!  
 
Once we'd extracted all four chairs from 
the section – and this took longer than you 
might think, as Simon Eddy's XR outfit had 
a major sulk and needed a damned good 
kicking - Middlecombe was a nice straight 
blast to restore confidence between driver 
and passenger... We had never ridden 
together before so there was a bit of 
testing needed on both sides.  Generally, 
Al was putting the bike pretty much where 
I expected him to, but I've no idea if I was 
where he expected me to be. We also 
cleaned Lena's, the last section in Bratton 
Court Woods, which is another blasting 
climb with a sneaky wiggle near the top. 
 
And so to Vinegar Hill – and it was the 
proper, old Vinegar Hill; a good chance to 
let it rip on a short sharp climb. Most 
enjoyable.  Slade Lane, or Ewart's Pickle 
as it was called today, was an opportunity 
to ride a former RUPP that we lost during 
the CROW fiasco, and we ought to have 
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cleaned it except for neither of us being 
quite sure where the last bit of the section 
went.  It was an off-camber left hander 
around a tree which, by the time I'd 
identified it, was too late for me to pull the 
chair back down and we had a sort of half-
roll... 
 
I was a bit daunted when we got to Pinn 
Quarry to see that we had to ride up the 
steep side of the bank, chair high, over 
cattle-poached tussocks about a foot 
deep! We watched the Eddys, then Simon 
and Julie fail, and I remarked to Al, with 
our dismount on Rollies still rattling around 
my head, “I think I'd better stay out over 
the chair rather than find you grip,” and he 
was in agreement.  Amazingly, we found 
grip for quite a long way up, and although 
we didn't clean it, we got further up than 
the other chairs and this was cheering 
news. 
 
Ski Slope was pretty amazing – after we 
saw the first couple of chairs fail, we set 
off with just the right amount of roaring 
from the engine, and we stuck to our line 
and made it to the top!  This really helped 
our score – not that I was counting, but 
one silently monitors, you understand... 
 
We had an awful lot of roadwork now to 
take us to Northmoor, near Dulverton, a 
sharp climb up a muddy track through the 
trees off a left hander, with a deviation off 
the track into the woods in the restart 
area.  Simon and Debby would have 
cleaned it if they hadn't crabbed across 
the camber into a tree stump.  Steve and 
Julie failed just a bit further down in the 
restart area.  We found the problem 
quickly when it was our turn, and the 
camber on the deviation just dragged us 
down into the woods and so we stopped. 
 
Geoff Westcott was the Diamond Kiddy on 
Northmoor.  He roared up the first bit of 
the climb, shut off and  turned sharply into 
the deviation and so rode a cracking line 
with enough steering to keep him out of 
trouble and we all applauded him as he 

roared through the Section Ends.  Typical 
of Geoff, though, he said later that he was 
temporarily blinded by the sun as he 
approached the deviation and that was 
why he'd shut off! 
 
Tarr Cott is a proper section on a long 
lane but there's always an horrendous 
delay at it.  We arrived early, waited for 
our turn in the queue for one and a quarter 
hours, and eventually got to the start 45 
minutes late.  At least we cleaned it after 
all that!   
 
Churchtown (called Lux last year when I 
only saw as far as the corner) was a short 
blast up a track directly off the road, then 
a 45 degree right turn, up through the 
scrubble into a field.  I'm amazed that Al 
found the grip to spin and roar all the way 
up, clean; it was nothing to do with me! 
 
The special test at Maddocks, a fairly 
routine A to B to C, went okay, and we 
headed on to the last two sections at 
Slowley farm.  The first of these was short 
climb through the gorse off a left-hand turn 
and we got up without any drama, while 
the second was bit more meandering at 
first, before heading up the field with a 
restart part way.  In the event, it was drier 
on the climb than it looked and we 
cleaned it nicely. 
 
It was good to get back to the finish in the 
correct number of pieces, and sign off with 
coffee and cake, and head for home with 
no more than the expected amount of 
aching..   
 
Can I just make one final remark to the 
Minehead Motor Club?  Thanks, guys, for 
finally taking out those last couple of 
sections in Ralegh's Cross Woods – Tim 
Wood and Hook Hill – they were killers for 
a tired, amateur sidecar crew (me and 
Mikey, that is) and for making the Clouds 
2010 Just Tough Enough.   
 
I just know you'll put them back in for next 
year if I do an entry...  
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2010 Exmoor Clouds 
by Steve Grinter 

 

H ere we are at the beginning of 
October, the re-start of the long 
distance season and the mad 
dash to see if I can fit in as many 

events as possible and still keep the 
family happy! Not an easy task. Still soon 
it will be Christmas. 
 
The day started bright and frosty, the first 
of the year down our way. It was a short 
trip down to Minehead Rugby Club to sign 
on and chat to fellow competitors. 23 
solos started and all finished along with 4 
outfits. The start was uneventful and 
straightforward thanks to the excellent 
organisation by the Minehead Motor Club. 
 
The first section was Hindon, a 
straightforward climb up a grassy slope 
with a restart. Most got away without any 
dramas, although it did catch out one of 
the more senior competitors and most of 
his entourage, team Griffin! 
 
Then it was on to the next group of 
sections via a short detour down the 
wrong rough track. Cleaned these three. 
Clare had a good ride in the first and last 
sections of this group – even managing 
the restart in Lena’s. Must have been all 
the practicing team Griffin put in, having 
jetted off to the warm climate of Spain for 
a spot of trail riding the week before the 
event. 
 
Moving on to the next section Vinegar – a 
blast up a track in a wood with a restart 
half way. I have been up this one many 
times so was not expecting any trouble. 
Big mistake, full of complacency I set off 
from the restart only to bounce of the right 
hand bank and foot. Darn. 
 
Then it was on to Ewart’s Pickle. This had 
a tricky restart over tree roots right at the 
top of the section. I elected to try and go 
high and unfortunately overshot the restart 
line, along with most of the other 
competitors. 

 
Pin Quarry was a blast up a slippery grass 
slope, with no restart and it caused no 
problems. Buster, the leader of team 
Griffin, showed his team mates a clean set 
of heels. However his younger (by at least 
3 decades) family members could not 
match the performance of this agile 
septuagenarian. 
 
The following special test proved to be 
interesting with the observer struggling 
with the modern technology of a digital 
stopwatch. One person (Chris) in 
particular could have done the test 
blindfolded he had that many goes at it. 
Despite all the practice he still wasn’t the 
fastest. 
 
We then moved on to the Ski Slope. Here 
the organisers tried to make things 
challenging with a drop off a steep bank 
into some deep wheel ruts with a restart. 
Unfortunately this proved to be too 
challenging for the whole of the solo entry 
with the majority of competitors failing to 
get to the restart. 
 
Northmoor, Tarr Cott, Church Town 
sections were all traversed successfully 
with no marks lost. Maddocks – 2nd 
Special Test, I managed to post the 
second fastest time, just pipped by Ringo 
who was competing in his first ACTC 
event. Despite being a past master on the 
trials scene in the South West he had 
never experienced the dreaded restart. It 
took a couple of sections for him to come 
to terms with this concept. 
 
At the second section in Slowley I too fell 
victim to the curse of the restart when 
once again I over shot the line. 
 
All in all it was a very good event with 
superb scenery and weather and a 
pleasant 70-mile ride. Many thanks to the 
many members and friends for all their 
efforts in observing and making this event 
such a success. 
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Exmoor Clouds 
by Chris Phillips 
 
 
 
 

Keith Sanders, 
Reliant Scimitar SS1 
cleaning Pin Quarry 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Richard Williams, 
Ford Escort on Pin 
Quarry 
 

 
 
 

Dave Bell and 
John Gibson, 

MG TB on the 
restart on 
Slowley 2 
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The 2010 Tamar Trial 
by Richard Houlgate  

 

I t turned out that Shrewsbury was the 
connection. Let me explain. 
 
I live in Shrewsbury and have only 

ventured as far as Cornwall once for the 
Lands End Trial 2009. I decided to make 
amends for this lapse and entered the 
Marlin for the Tamar Trial for this year, 
with Frazer Nash owner Mike Tietze of 
Crediton as my passenger. 
 
Sunday dawned misty and cold as we 
hurried to the start; a bracing 70 mph blast 
down the A30 to arrive a little before 8 at 
the cattle market. Quickly and competently 
scrutineered and noise tested we signed 
on (car 43) and discovered that not only 
could we have a full English for a very 
reasonable sum, but that it could also be 
had with chips for a small supplement to 
boost the cholesterol intake. We 
restrained ourselves and went for cups of 
tea; we were interested to talk to Bill 
Bennett and learn more about his Marshall 
supercharged PA engined J2 MG, and his 
collection of MGs, from memory a D Type 
and two six cylinder cars.  
 
Crackington was the first hill and I 
approached it with some trepidation, 
memories from the Lands End being of a 
muddy bog. What a surprise! It turned out 
to be rocky with an easy restart. First hill 
cleared, a boost to the morale. 
 
The approach to New Langleys across a 
field glistening with early morning dew 
catching reflections from the sun proved 
picturesque and extremely slippery. An 
exciting climb ensued, sharp left, just 
missed the 7 marker, floored it skated and 
slid to a 2 or a 1, then winched to the top 
by a helpful marshal. 
 
Trevilla was next, a difficult to follow 
switchback on a narrow track, cleaned 
with lots of wheel twirling. 

The temptation to take the ford at speed at 
the Knighton special test was resisted and 
we arrived at Line B in good order in a 
small cloud of steam; then on to Barretts 
Mill, a long rocky climb up a tree lined 
gulley which presented little problem. 
 
Along with many others we struggled off 
the line at Mineview and were pleased to 
clean the restart only to spin to a halt a 
few yards further, on some tree roots. 
Chillaton was steep but had plenty of grip 
and lulled us into a false sense of security 
for Angel Steps. After a short well 
marshalled wait, it was our turn. I’d 
overheard a class 8 competitor confess 
that he hadn’t got to the restart through 
lack of bottle, so gave the car its head 
over the rocky steps and we just achieved 
the restart. No surprise that was as far as 
we went and we backed carefully down. 
 
Marystowe Church Hall was the lunch 
stop; we enjoyed a splendid pasty with a 
cup of tea, and lamented the fact that a 
lunch time pint was no longer possible. 
We all agreed that the car always seemed 
to go better afterwards, and in fact in 
sprints a pint could be worth up to a 
second off the time, with perhaps 
diminishing returns after five pints! Good 
sense has now prevailed and we sipped 
our tea. 
 
I have a vision of Coryhill of a sequence of 
rocks or humps a little like giant Shredded 
Wheat laid end to end the first offset to the 
left, the second to the right and so on. 
This involved some considerable input into 
the steering to pick a suitable path; I was 
pleased not to be in my Austin 7 as some 
of the cambers would have had us on our 
side – not a pleasant place to be! 
  
Eastcottdown 1 followed. Part way up the 
section I realised I had forgotten to switch 
the cooling fan on. Flicked the switch, lost 
concentration, hit a stump with the left 
wheel. Ouch! But no flat tyre and cleared 
the section with the engine just boiling. A 
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David Haizelden Stroud 1 9 9 9 9 7 9 7 59 1
Bill Bennett MGCC 2 9 9 9 9 9 7 52 2
Dick Bolt Launceston 3 9 7 7 9 7 9 48 3
James Shallcross     Camel Vale 1 7 7 5 6 6 6 9 46 4
Tristan White Camel Vale 7 7 9 9 4 9 6 44 5
Dudley Sterry MCC 8 6 9 5 9 7 7 43 6
Keith Sanders Torbay 5 9 9 9 7 6 40 7
Nick Farmer Minehead 8 5 6 5 6 6 5 33 8
Brian Alexander Holsworthy 5 5 6 4 7 9 31 9
Giles Greenslade MCC 4 7 7 9 7 30 10
Peter Jones MCC 5 7 6 5 5 7 30 11
Kelly Thomas Camel Vale 3 6 9 7 6 28 12
Simon Groves          Camel Vale 3 6 6 9 7 28 13
Stephen Kingstone MCC 5 7 6 5 3 4 25 14
Stephen Glover Holsworthy 6 7 3 7 6 23 15
Paul Bartleman Camel Vale 8 5 9 5 19 16
Brian Andrew Holsworthy 6 1 2 1 5 9 17
Duncan Stephens Camel Vale 1 5 5 18
Jason Byrom North Devon 1 1 1 19
Ray Goodright Launceston 7 0
David Robinson Windwhistle 5 0
Trevor Johns North Devon 6 0

NAME

ASWMC Championship 2010

sharp left followed, but we had no power. 
Now Marlins can do this when they are 
hot and bothered so we let the thing cool 
down for a few minutes. We then had a 
little more power, just enough to get to the 
bottom of Eastcottdown 2 where we pulled 
up to try to find out what was wrong. The 
engine would tick over and run slowly just 
as normal but when blipped had a random 
misfire which would have destroyed our 
chances of getting off the steep 
Eastcottdown 2 start. Well, we changed 
the plugs, no better. Changed the 
distributor, no better. Checked all leads 
and fuel, no better. Kicked the tyres, no 
better. Baffled we decided that we would 
have to retire, but how to exit the forest? 
 
So this is the Shrewsbury connection! The 
very helpful startline marshal was born in 
the town, tried to help fix the car, indicated 
the way down and even tried to call the 
rescue services on a very posh I-Phone, 
but no good network connection (The man 
in question has glasses and an auburn 
beard. Very many thanks to you sir, and to 
your Father in Law for map guidance). 

 
Haltingly we reached Lewdown on the old 
A30 and called the RAC for help. Some 
more fiddling revealed HT leads in the 
wrong order (how did the engine run?). 
Putting this right made the engine run 
better (as one would expect) but it didn’t 
cure the fault. Helpful as Chris the RAC 
man was, he too was unable to say what 
was wrong so he  followed us to Sourton 
Cross; providing I took it easy the engine 
was fine but any attempt to push on and 
the misfire returned. 
 
We then had a gentle run back to Mike’s 
house near Crediton. 
 
Very many thanks to all the organisers 
and marshals for an excellent trial. We will 
certainly be back next year      
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Section Ends 
by Dennis Greenslade 

 

A  VW Beetle, a Ford Escort, a 
Hillman Imp, a Dellow and the 
Oliver Special were the leading 
cars in the David Paull national 

classic trials championship in late October 
1978.  A reasonable selection of trials 
vehicles replicated in the entry of 
Minehead Motor Club’s Exmoor Clouds 
Trial which took place on the anniversary 
of Guy Fawkes attempt to blow up the 
Houses of Parliament during the State 
Opening in 1605. This was a popular 
event - the Trial as well as the State 
Opening! - which apart from the 
aforementioned models attracted a very 
varied entry including an Austin Healey 
Sprite, an Austin 7, a MG Midget, a Daf, a 
Vauxhall Viva, a Triumph Dolomite, a 
Singer Le Mans, a Simca, a Fiat, a 
Renault, a Ford Cortina and a number of 
Ford Anglias and Ford Populars. Today 
not may of these cars are seen on our 
overcrowded roads let alone competing in 
classic trials. 
 
Although not a qualifying round of the 
championship for that year the competition 
attracted sixty-six entries with an even 
balance between those cars fitted with 
“standard” tyres and those on “grip”. The 
route was reversed somewhat from earlier 
years in that from the seaside town it 
initially headed westwards across Exmoor, 
gradually returning via very testing 
sections to finish at the short but tricky 
Hindon Hill, which on occasions has been 
used on the Land’s End Trial.  
 
The first section was Southernwood, 
which takes vehicles off tarmacadam 
along a mildly sloping pebble lane prior to 
steepening and twisting its way up over 
the hillside. Compared with previous 
experience it was relatively dry and quite 
easy although it still caught the unwary. 
Whilst John Sargeant had successfully 
climbed the gradient in his VW Beetle it 

was not without mishap as John could be 
identified at the summit endeavouring to 
feed through a new throttle cable. 
Eventual overall winner based on Index of 
Performance, Andy Carter, also 
competing in a VW Beetle, had a mad 
panic at the foot of Southernwood where 
his passenger had successfully locked 
him outside of the car leaving the keys in 
the ignition. A piece of bent wire finally 
released the door lock whereupon Andy 
made the section an easy conquest 
skilfully avoiding Peter James damaged 
Dellow, which was creaking its way down 
the track at the time! 
 
On the other side of the woods lay the 
steep and difficult climb of Venn Hayes 
which proved to be easier than hitherto 
with no less than twenty three passing the 
“Section Ends” boards, although the 
majority of these came from the class 8 
aficionados. It was not so simple for the 
following test through the quagmire of 
Doone Way. Here a 90-degree left hand 
bend stopped virtually the whole entry, it 
being almost impossible to extricate all 
four wheels from the deep ruts, which 
were impossible to avoid. Only two 
Dellows, driven by the redoubtable Peter 
Le Couteur and Dick Andrews and the 
Canhi Special of Eric Wall achieved 
penalty free performances on this section. 
 
The two sections at Oareford, which were 
subsequently cancelled, contained sharp 
flints, which punctured two of my tyres and 
at that time as I was only carrying one 
spare wheel, resulted in my retirement 
from the event. This was despite stopping 
and persuading a surprised but friendly 
German tourist to lend me a wheel from 
his VW Beetle to undertake one further 
section, returning said wheel to him and 
dispatching my navigator to Porlock to 
effect a repair to one of the tyres. Whilst 
this was all achieved successfully we ran 
out of time and consequently headed for 
my home in Surrey. It was annoying, as by 
far the toughest sections had been tackled 
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with relatively few penalties applied to the 
remainder of the trial. Martin Halliday –
Austin Healey Sprite, Vernon Perry –
Hillman Imp, Dick Andrews – Dellow and 
Eric Wall – Canhi, won First Class awards 

Adrian Tucker-Peake – Ford Popular, Pinn 
Quarry – 1978 Exmoor Clouds Trial. 
 
This well known car took John Tucker-
Peake four years to build. It was powered 
by a 1600cc Ford crossflow engine 
coupled to a Ford Anglia gearbox and rear 
axle. Minilites were fitted to 15” wheels, 
there were home made rear axle radius 
arms and a Skoda steering box.  
 
The first trials outing was on the 1972 
Exeter. It was used in trials, autotests and 
sprints and in the hands of the Tucker-
Peakes has won three Triple Awards, 
Adrian gaining one of only three Triples in 
the car section following the 1978 
Edinburgh.  

Martin Halliday – Austin Healey Sprite 
Simms – 1980 Exeter Trial on his way to a 
Gold Medal. 
 
The Sprite was run in fairly standard form 
with a mildly tuned 1275cc engine, a 
Minor 1000 gearbox and a differential that 
was modified to have a floating diff. pin. 
Martin still managed to break diffs. With 
the best time for changing a diff. whilst 
competing on a trial being twenty-one 
minutes. The registration plate caused 
much amusement as at the time Martin 
was General Secretary of the MCC and 
hadresponsibility for producing the 
Standing Supplementary Regs. (SSRs).  
 
A week later that bastion of classic trials in 
the county of Cornwall, Camel Vale Motor 
Club promoted their Wadham Stringer 
Octo Trial, which was a round of the 
fledgling championship. It was organised 
by current Cape-to-Cape competitors in a 
Porsche 911, Roger and Heather Brewer. 
It is worthy of note that scrutineering was 
hastily taken place in the midst of a 
thunderstorm prior to competing over 
eighteen sections of considerably varying 
surfaces using many of the traditional hills 
which abound in the Duchy. The entry was 
graced with the championship sponsor, 
the late David Paull who had entered his 
highly competitive and virtually unbeatable 
1150cc Hillman Imp; and just to justify the 
superlatives won the trial outright for the 
second year in succession. Although the 
result was based on Index of 
Performance, so prevalent in those days, 
he incurred less penalties than any other 
competitor – 39 with the maximum 
on190 – compared with Dick Andrews in 
the Dellow – 49 – who still won his class. 
To be objective, David’s Imp appeared to 
be held together “with string and tape” and 
I cannot recall it ever venturing far outside 
of the county, which is obviously 
necessary if a national championship is to 
be contested. 
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Kingswood was the first section, which 
was made very ticklish by re-routing 
between two granite gateposts and into a 
field. I was competing in a combination of 
classes 6 and 7, not designated as they 
are today, but cars using “grip” tyres and 
against such stalwarts as Graham 
Carlyon, Duncan Welch, Adrian Tucker-
Peake and Dudley Sterry. Whether it was 
mixing it with such esteemed company or 
just an “off day” I am unsure but I incurred 
an unnecessary three penalties on this 
first section, which was “cleaned” by all 
but two others in the ten-car class. I 
continued badly throughout the remainder 
of the event. 
 
Following two grassy climbs at Penrose, 
on the second of which I just pipped 
Dudley by one point, the customary 
bridleways of Tredethy and Panters and 
the rough rocky lane at Warleggan were 
undertaken prior to a lunch halt. At this 
stage Richard Penhale driving his Type 3 
Volkswagen was in the lead in the rear-
engined class using “standard” tyres and 
went on to win by a comfortable margin. 
To my chagrin my main competitors for 
the David Paull Trophy were also having a 
good day. Frank Roseblade finished 
second in class although John West in the 
Oliver could not match the performance of 
the two Dellows one being driven by the 
man from the Forest of Dean and the 
other by then Kent domiciled Simon 
Durling. 
 
After the lunch halt the trial entered the 
Duloe Forest where four slippery tests 
were sited within a mile of one another. 
Not a single competitor escaped from 
these tracks without incurring penalties 
before continuing a further eight miles or 
so to Lydcott. It was whilst on this road 
section that quite a serious accident 
occurred when some “cowboy” who could 
not stop his car in sufficient time hit Alan 
Cundy’s Ford Escort head on causing 
considerable damage to the carefully 
prepared trials car. Thankfully no one was 

hurt. The trial ended as it had begun, in 
heavy downpours, making the final gently 
sloping climb at Boothill impossible, the 
better attempts being made by Dick 
Andrews and Duncan Welch with his MG 
Midget who was also a class winner.  
 
I had now lost my lead in the 
championship so there was now all to play 
for in the 9th and final round. This was to 
be the Conquest Road Trial sponsored by 
Tricentrol (Dunstable) Ltd and organised 
by the Sporting Owner Driver’s Club. 
There was a rewarding entry of thirty-nine 
vehicles, which included championship 
contenders, Frank Roseblade – Ford 
Escort, Dudley Sterry – MG J2, Simon 
Durling, Dick Andrews and Peter Le 
Couteur – Dellows, John West – Oliver, 
Simon Woodall – VW Buggy and myself – 
VW Beetle. 
 
Basically the morning sections were all 
encompassed in three areas, the first six 
at Bury Farm, Houghton Conquest, 
Bedfordshire. The very first section was 
more akin to a wall of death act and was 
potentially dangerous. It began gently 
enough then turned into a right hand bend 
over a mound prior to sweeping left 
around a saucer like wall to the summit. It 
was safe enough whilst remaining in 
motion but if traction was lost there just 
happened to be a rather steep drop 
precariously close. Nonetheless it closed 
without incident apart from breaking the 
differential on Laurie Knight’s Ford Escort. 
A steep, very slippery and badly 
cambered right hand bend on the 
following climb caught most and not a 
single entrant left the extremely cold 
hillside without penalties. 
 
Sixteen miles later there were vehicles 
proceeding, or otherwise, in all directions 
through deep sand as their drivers strived 
to coax them to the respective summits at 
Double Arch Quarry. Most of the surfaces 
were hard packed but when this was not 
the case a viscous texture of sand and 
mud ensured that climbs were not too 
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easy. Yet again a Ford succumbed to the 
treatment – on this occasion Frank 
Roseblade’s Escort Sport with a broken 
drive shaft. With the assistance of fellow 
competitors the damage was repaired 
within two minutes of maximum lateness. 
Not so lucky was Peter Le Couteur with 
his Dellow who retired at the same point 
for a similar reason. It was the final 
straight and steep climb at Quarry which 
caused the highest penalties, particularly 
for John West who incurred twelve, with 
only the Dellows of Glyn Jackson, Dick 
Andrews and Simon Durling plus the MG 
of Dudley Sterry and the Volkswagens of 
Simon Woodall, Murray MacDonald and 
myself who groped their way over the 
apex. 
 
Two sections and a speed test were to 
greet the remaining drivers on entering 
Jones Pit. Again, a very steep hillock 
containing a grass surface forced most to 
reverse or indeed slide to the bottom after 

having been awarded a fitting penalty. By 
this time positions in the trial were well 
established, both of the Prime Hills 
included into the afternoon drive being 
relatively easy for those with experience. 
Simon Woodall deservedly won overall 
beating some strong opposition in his 
class including the ably driven Dellow of 
Dick Andrews, which had befittingly won 
the first David Paull national classic trials 
championship. 
 
The1978 trials season was over and the 
final top ten championship positions were: 
 
Dick Andrews , Dellow, 34 points 
Dennis Greenslade, VW Beetle, 33 points 
Frank Roseblade, Ford Escort, 32 points 
John West, Oliver, 26 points 
Mike Hinde, Hillman Imp, 24 points.  
Simon Woodall, VW Buggy, 18 points. 
Peter Le Couteur, Dellow, 17 points. 
Simon Durling , Dellow, 13 points 
Martin Halliday, AH Sprite, 11 points 
Dudley Sterry , MG J2, 11 points 
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Championship Chat  
 
I shall start this look at the various car 
championship situations at the top of the 
Wheelspin, which is extremely tense. A 
casual look at the table (reproduced with 
the others elsewhere) shows Dudley 
Sterry with an apparently healthy lead of 
10 points over Tris White. But if you look 
closer you will see that Tris has two 
scoring events in hand over Dudley, which 
alters the situation somewhat. I’d been 
hoping that the Tamar results would have 
been available prior to writing this column 
as the event produced a number of clean 
sheets in class 8 and special test times 
will have a significant bearing on the 
destination of the top points in the table. 
Nor of course can the chances of Nick 
Farmer, Simon Woodall and Dean 
Partington be discounted. They are only 
5, 10 and 12 points behind Tris and still 
with events in hand. 
 
The Crackington is a much calmer affair, 
with Bill Bennett some 16 points ahead of 
his nearest practical rival, James 
Shallcross. However, it is now impossible 
for Bill to add anything other than decimal 
points to his score as he has 9 class wins 
to his credit. 
 
Dave Haizelden is less than a point 
behind James on the published table, but 
Dave was forced to retire on the Tamar 
and from the video on YouTube James 
seemed to do very well and certainly 
added quite a few points to his lead. It’s 
good to see that Stephen Kingstone is in 
third position in his class 5 Midget with 
John Bell and Keith Sanders in the final 
two trophy positions, (having discounted 
the top 5 Wheelspin drivers). 
 
Team Bennett’s consistency also shows 
up in the Navigator’s League with Liz 
close to 20 points ahead of James Curtis 
who, in turn, is less than two points ahead 
of  Kerry Greenland. 

None of the teams entered in the Team 
Championship have scored since the 
Kyrle Trial, so the relative positions 
remain, as they were with Giles 
Greenslade, Bell Bennett and Keith 
Sanders some 60 points clear of Dave 
Haizelden, James Shallcross and 
Adrian Dommett. 
 
All of the above comments are made with 
only the provisional results from the 
Edinburgh and without the Tamar results. 
As ever, if you think I’ve got the tables 
wrong, please let me know, and I’ll be only 
too glad to correct it. 
 
Turning now to the administrational side of 
things you should all have received the 
2011 ACTC Entry Form with this edition of 
Restart. I would as usual be most grateful 
if you were able to get the completed form 
and your cheques off to me as soon as 
possible. This will help to avoid the perils 
of the Christmas mail deluge and I know 
that more than a handful of completed 
forms went adrift last year. 
 
Please don’t be concerned if you do return 
your form early receive nothing in the 
post. I don’t normally send out the letters 
and Event Schedules until early in the 
New Year. For instance I try and deliver 
as many by hand at the Exeter and the 
Clee to reduce our postage bill. This year I 
will send an e-mail acknowledgement if 
you opt to receive your SRs electronically. 
 
I have two more pleas now. Firstly, the 
Team Championship. The entry level for 
2010 was low to almost non-existent. It’s 
easy to enter, as there are only three rules 
for Teams: 
 
1) Up to four drivers may be named; best 
three on any event to count. 
2) All nominated drivers must be ACTC 
contenders. 
3) No more that two of the Team from the 
2010 Crackington Top Ten. 
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Entry doesn’t cost anything, so I’d love it if 
we had a bumper Team entry for 2011. 
 
The second point concerns Navigators. 
They, too, have become almost an 
endangered species in recent years. 
Having your Navigator/Bouncer/
Passenger in the Nav's League adds to 
the enjoyment of the event and they will 
score the same points in their league as 
you do in the Crackington. Entry to the 
Navigators’ League is only £6 (or £11 if 
they wish to have their own copy of 
Restart) so I’m hoping that 2011 will see a 
resurgence in our ranks. 
 
My last request before I sign off is to 
encourage more of you to have your event 
SRs and Entry Forms delivered by e-mail. 
The scheme has been working well for 
two years now and does save the 
organising clubs a lot of money in terms of 
printing and postage, but even more they 
save an awful lot of drudgery by not 
having so many envelopes to fill. Because 
we’ve found that the scheme has been so 

useful it has also been expanded to 
include distribution of event results and, 
from time to time, the latest tables. 
 
Just recently Dave Haizelden has also 
made use of the facility to distribute the 
Championship Monitoring Form, which 
allows you to comment on any of the one-
day events in which you’ve competed. 
 
So, using the e-mail based system has a 
lot of advantages, and if you’ve not taken 
advantage of it before, try and see how it 
goes. I can always put you back to snail-
mail if you don’t like it.  
 
So, have a good and successful trialling 
end to 2010, and a splendid Christmas 
and New Year, and see you at the top of 
some hills 2011. 
 

Chris Phillips 
Championship Secretary 

Motorcycle 
Championships 
 
Well so far Tom is leading with 37 Points. 
Myself with 31. David Craddock 27. Roger 
Tushingham 25 and Julien Slade and 
Andrew Carddock with 22. 
 
For the Red Rose Bowl: Yoshi Adams on 
51. Simon Eddy on 48. And Al Lidgate on 
23. 
 
Chris Poel and Yoshi did not manage to 
get their entries to the Edinburgh in time... 
 
As a consequence of the last bit of the last 
paragraph:  
 
I have asked member clubs to put the 
regulations out a bit earlier, to allow for 

more time to get entries in, and also send 
out the final instructions sooner.  (They 
are meant to be out seven to ten days 
before an event). 
 
OK, so if you are not going anywhere, no 
problems, but if you are away when the 
regulations come out, or have to make 
bookings, travel a day or two (or in some 
cases a week) prior to the trial start, it is 
no good your final instructions dropping 
through the letterbox on Thursday 
afternoon before the trial date, as it leaves 
little time to get them sorted for the bikes 
road–book. 
 
All ACTC Trials so far (with the exception 
of the Northern Trial) ran the Approved 
class structure. They for some as yet 
unexplained reason put all the bikes 
including the sidecars into Class 0. I trust 
they can rectify this for next year. 
It is also noted that quite a few clubs have 
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split the Class B entry into B1 & B2 I am 
hoping that this will continue. As the 
championships will be split and scored this 
way for 2011.You will also gain a point for 
starting and a point for finishing a trial. 
 
Good to see the Tarka Trial offering 
discount to e-mail instruction and e-route 
recipient entrants. Also good to see that 
the number of e-routes (in word document 
format) has now been almost universally 
taken up. 
 
You will also notice when you purchase 
your ACTC calendars that the bikes made 
the cover.... The picture is of the start of 

the Exmoor Trial 2010. Taken by Janet. 
AKA Sharkey. 
 
It is a good time of year to pass on to your 
friends the ACTC website address and 
give them an entry form. Tell them that 
there are awards and that they do not 
have to source any trial entry forms 
themselves, which is a definite advantage 
for the membership fee. 
 
All the best 
 

Stephen Bailey 
Motorcycle coordinator 
 

ACTC Championship points http://www.actc.org.uk/
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POUNCY LEAGUE
Tom Beckerleg 9 NE 10 9 R NE 9 R 37
Stephen Bailey R NE 7 10 6 0 6 NS 31
David Craddock 10 NE 5 R 10 NE 2 0 27
Andrew Craddock 9 NE 4 NE 3 NE 6 3 25
Roger Tushingham 8 NS NE NE 10 7 NE NE 25
Julien Slade R 7 0 R 10 5 0 NE 22
Chris Poel 10 NE NE NE 10 NE NE NE 20
Stephen Grinter NS NE NE 10 6 NE NE NE 16
Keith Johnston 9 NE NE NE 0 NE NE 0 9
Edward Griffin 6 NE 0 NS R NE 0 NE 6
Ian Jones NS NE NE NE 6 NE NE NE 6
Jill Ollis NE NE NE NE 0 NE NE NE 0
Nicholas Ellery NS NE NE NE 0 NE NS NE 0
Richard Dawe NE NE NE NE NE 0 NS NS 0
Timothy Barker NE NE NE R NE NE NE NE 0
Michael Wadsworth NE NE NE NE NE NE NE NE 0
John Webb NE NE NE NE NE NE NE NE 0

RED ROSE
Simon Eddy 9 NE 9 10 10 10 NS 6 54
Yoshi Adams 10 10 8 9 6 8 NE NE 51
Alexander Lidgate NE NE NE 8 6 9 NE 6 29
Ian Burton 8 NE 7 NE ESC NE NE ESC 15
PeterAdams 4 NE 3 5 R NE NE R 12

Key. NE = Non Entry.  NS = Non Starter. R = Retired. EC/SC = Entered Car/Solo Class.
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Wheelspin Table 2010 After:
Ex Clee Exm CoC Nor Tor LE Kyr Ilk T&T Edi ExC Tam All CaC Bst 9 Ttl Events

Dudley Sterry 7 9 7 10 5 8 9 1 9 65 65 9
Tris White 6 10 9 8 6 8 8 55 55 7
Nick Farmer 4 3 8 5 7 10 7 6 50 50 8
Simon Woodall 10 10 9 3 3 10 45 45 6
Dean Partington 9 9 5 9 8 3 43 43 6
Bill Bennett 8 4 6 5 3.5 2 28.5 28.5 6
Peter Hart 8 5 6 19 19 3
Mike Workman 10 9 19 19 2
Adrian Dommett 6 10 16 16 2
Kelly Thomas 8 1 7 16 16 3
Dick Bolt 3 3 2 5 13 13 4
Russell Clarke 3 5 5 13 13 3
Michael Chatwin 5 2 4 1 12 12 4
Andrew Martin 6 5 11 11 2
Paul Bartleman 4 6 10 10 2
Simon Groves 5 3 8 8 2
James Shallcross 3 5 8 8 2
Giles Greenslade 7 7 7 1
Tim Foster 7 7 7 1
Terry Ball 5 1 6 6 2
Nicola Butcher 5 1 6 6 2
Keith Sanders 6 6 6 1
Andrew Rippon 1 5 6 6 2
David Haizelden 1 1 3 5 5 3
Murray Montgomery-Smith 5 5 5 1
David Symons 5 5 5 1
Eric Wall 5 5 5 1
John White 5 5 5 1
Brian Alexander 3 1 4 4 2
Michael Leete 3 1 4 4 2
Colin Perryman 4 4 4 1
Duncan Welch 3 1 4 4 2
Kevin Barnes 3.5 3.5 3.5 1
David Golightly 3 3 3 1
Sticker Martin 3 3 3 1
Peter Mountain 3 3 3 1
Rory Pope 3 3 3 1
Robin Preedy 3 3 3 1
Stuart Roach 3 3 3 1
Bill Rosten 3 3 3 1
James Smith 3 3 3 1
Philip Tucker 3 3 3 1
Tony Young 3 3 3 1
Stephen Kenny 1 1 2 2 2
Tim Whellock 2 2 2 1
Paul Allaway 1 1 1 1
Stuart Harrold 1 1 1 1
Stuart Highwood 1 1 1 1
Charles Knifton 1 1 1 1
Julian Lack 1 1 1 1
John Ludford 1 1 1 1
David Miller 1 1 1 1
Jeremy Slatter 1 1 1 1
Neal Vile 1 1 1 1
John Wilton 1 1 1 1
Nicholas Woollett 1 1 1 1

Date 29 Oct 2010Exmoor Clouds 
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Crackington Table 2010 After:
Ex Clee Exm CoC Nor Tor LE Kyr Ilk T&T Edi ExC Tam All CaC Bst 9 Ttl Events

Bill Bennett 10.2 10.1 10.5 10.3 10.2 5.0 10.3 10.5 10.2 10.2 92.5 97.5 10
Tris White 10.0 10.6 11.0 8.8 7.0 11.0 11.0 9.4 10.4 89.2 89.2 9
Dudley Sterry 9.0 11.0 7.0 7.8 11.0 5.0 10.0 3.9 10.0 1.0 10.0 80.8 85.7 11
James Shallcross 9.4 9.4 7.5 8.6 8.6 3.0 8.5 10.7 10.3 76.0 76.0 9
David Haizelden 10.4 10.4 10.5 9.6 9.6 5.0 10.5 R 9.3 R 75.3 75.3 8
Nick Farmer 8.0 8.0 9.0 5.0 9.0 10.9 8.0 8.0 65.9 65.9 8
Simon Woodall 11.0 5.0 10.8 10.0 3.0 6.0 5.9 3.0 11.0 65.7 65.7 9
Stephen Kingstone 9.3 8.6 7.4 10.3 5.7 6.6 10.5 5.7 64.1 64.1 8
John Bell 9.2 9.5 9.3 8.3 8.5 9.2 9.2 63.2 63.2 7
Keith Sanders 10.3 10.6 10.4 9.7 8.6 9.7 59.3 59.3 6
Dean Partington 10.0 4.0 9.8 5.0 5.0 9.9 9.0 3.0 3.0 58.7 58.7 9
Brian Alexander 7.6 6.7 3.0 9.6 9.5 10.4 1.0 7.7 55.5 55.5 8
Kelly Thomas 8.0 10.0 9.4 9.3 8.9 8.7 54.3 54.3 6
Andrew Rippon R 9.6 4.0 10.4 8.7 10.4 9.4 52.5 52.5 6
Peter Jones 9.6 8.4 7.7 7.6 9.4 8.7 51.4 51.4 6
Dick Bolt 10.0 10.3 3.0 9.5 10.7 43.5 43.5 5
Giles Greenslade 9.5 9.4 10.7 9.6 39.2 39.2 4
Peter Hart 11.0 10.4 5.0 10.0 36.4 36.4 4
Charles Knifton 8.4 10.6 1.0 9.7 3.0 32.7 32.7 5
Adrian Dommett 10.7 10.6 10.7 32.0 32.0 3
Colin Biles 8.3 6.6 9.3 R 7.5 31.7 31.7 4
Adrian Tucker-Peake 7.6 7.6 7.5 8.7 31.4 31.4 4
John White 7.5 8.7 5.0 9.5 30.7 30.7 4
Simon Groves 9.0 10.5 9.7 29.2 29.2 3
Michael Chatwin 3.0 5.0 3.0 7.9 6.0 4.0 28.9 28.9 6
Nick Cross 8.6 10.1 10.1 28.8 28.8 3
Michael Leete 8.5 9.4 1.0 9.6 28.5 28.5 4
Kevin Barnes 0.0 3.0 9.6 6.0 9.0 27.6 27.6 4
Jim Walsh 6.5 6.6 6.5 7.6 27.2 27.2 4
Stephen Kenny 7.0 0.0 10.6 8.0 1.0 26.6 26.6 4
Andrew Martin 9.6 11.0 R 5.0 25.6 25.6 3
Nicola Butcher 6.7 10.4 1.0 7.5 25.6 25.6 4
Mal Allen 8.0 8.0 R 3.0 6.0 25.0 25.0 4
Russell Clarke 7.0 9.0 5.0 2.0 23.0 23.0 4
Stuart Highwood 3.0 8.4 1.0 10.0 22.4 22.4 4
Mike Workman 11.0 11.0 22.0 22.0 2
Nigel Jones 5.7 7.4 8.6 21.7 21.7 3
Reg Salway 7.6 5.0 8.4 21.0 21.0 3
Murray Montgomery-Smith R 2.0 9.4 4.0 5.0 20.4 20.4 4
Julian Lack 0.0 8.6 1.0 3.0 7.0 19.6 19.6 4
Tony Young 7.6 10.5 18.1 18.1 2
Ryan Tonkin 8.6 9.2 17.8 17.8 2
John Wilton 6.5 9.2 1.0 16.7 16.7 3
Paul Allaway 8.5 1.0 6.5 16.0 16.0 3
Paul Bartleman 8.0 8.0 16.0 16.0 2
Neal Vile 8.4 5.6 1.0 0.0 15.0 15.0 3
James Smith 8.6 3.0 3.0 14.6 14.6 3
David Miller 6.0 1.0 7.5 14.5 14.5 3
Richard Peck 7.4 6.7 14.1 14.1 2
David Symonds 8.7 5.0 R 13.7 13.7 2
Bill Rosten 9.7 3.0 12.7 12.7 2
Robert Hodgkinson 6.0 6.6 R 0.0 12.6 12.6 2
Eric Wall 7.5 5.0 12.5 12.5 2
Stuart Roach 9.4 3.0 12.4 12.4 2
Terry Ball 10.5 1.0 11.5 11.5 2
David Golightly 8.3 R 3.0 11.3 11.3 2
Philip Tucker 8.0 3.0 11.0 11.0 2
Tristan Burn 10.7 10.7 10.7 1
Rob Wells 6.6 4.0 10.6 10.6 2
Colin Perryman R 10.4 R R 10.4 10.4 1
John Ludford 9.0 0.0 1.0 10.0 10.0 2
Tim Whellock 7.0 3.0 10.0 10.0 2
Dean Yarranton 5.0 5.0 10.0 10.0 2
Anthony Andrew R R 9.4 9.4 9.4 1
Tim Foster 9.0 9.0 9.0 1
John Looker 8.4 8.4 8.4 1
Brian Andrew R R 7.4 R 7.4 7.4 1
Duncan Stephens 7.4 7.4 7.4 1
Philip Bovill 6.9 6.9 6.9 1
Alistair McVittie 6.8 R 6.8 6.8 1
Philip Roberts R 6.7 6.7 6.7 1
Michael Pocock 6.6 6.6 6.6 1
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS 
DATE EVENT CLUB STATUS 
14th November Hardy Woolbridge ACTC invite 
28th November Allen Bristol Championship (C) 
28th November Neil Westcott Exmoor MC Championship (M) 
5th December Camel Classic Camel Vale Championship (C) 
    
7th January 2011 Exeter MCC Championship (C/M) 
23rd January Clee Hills MAC Championship (C) 
30th January Exmoor North Devon Championship (C/M) 
6th February Cotswold Clouds Stroud Championship (C) 
6th February North Coast Camel Vale * 
13th February Launceston Launceston * 
19th February Northern Fell Side Championship (C/M) 
19th February Exmoor Fringe VSCC * 
27th February Chairmans Holsworthy Championship (M) 
5th March Derbyshire VSCC * 
6th March March Hare Falcon ACTC invite 
6th March Camel Heights Camel Vale * 
13th March Mechanics Stroud ACTC invite 
19th March Hereford VSCC * 
20th March Torbay Torbay Championship (C/M) 
20th March Bovey Down Windwhistle * 
10th April Kyrle Ross Championship (C) 
16th April Kimber MGCC * 
16th April Scottish VSCC * 
22nd April Lands End MCC Championship (C/M) 
25th April Presidents Camel Vale * 
15th May  Ilkley Ilkley Championship (C/M) 
11th September Taw & Torridge Holsworthy Championship (C/M) 
1st October Edinburgh MCC Championship (C/M) 
8th October Ebworth Stroud ACTC invite 
8th October Welsh VSCC * 
16th October Exmoor Clouds Minehead Championship (C/M) 
23rd October Tamar Launceston Championship (C/M) 
30th October Tarka North Devon MC Championship (M) 
5th November Lakeland VSCC * 
13th November Hardy Woolbridge ACTC invite 
27th November Allen Bristol Championship (C) 
27th November Neil Wescott Exmoor MC Championship (M) 
4th December Camel Classic Camel Vale Championship (C) 

  

*  Member club events with restrictions as to which clubs are invited or which vehicles are eligible 
 

PLEASE NOTE 2011 DATES ARE PROVISIONAL 
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Crackington Table 2010 After:
Ex Clee Exm CoC Nor Tor LE Kyr Ilk T&T Edi ExC Tam All CaC Bst 9 Ttl Events

Bill Bennett 10.2 10.1 10.5 10.3 10.2 5.0 10.3 10.5 10.2 10.2 92.5 97.5 10
Tris White 10.0 10.6 11.0 8.8 7.0 11.0 11.0 9.4 10.4 89.2 89.2 9
Dudley Sterry 9.0 11.0 7.0 7.8 11.0 5.0 10.0 3.9 10.0 1.0 10.0 80.8 85.7 11
James Shallcross 9.4 9.4 7.5 8.6 8.6 3.0 8.5 10.7 10.3 76.0 76.0 9
David Haizelden 10.4 10.4 10.5 9.6 9.6 5.0 10.5 R 9.3 R 75.3 75.3 8
Nick Farmer 8.0 8.0 9.0 5.0 9.0 10.9 8.0 8.0 65.9 65.9 8
Simon Woodall 11.0 5.0 10.8 10.0 3.0 6.0 5.9 3.0 11.0 65.7 65.7 9
Stephen Kingstone 9.3 8.6 7.4 10.3 5.7 6.6 10.5 5.7 64.1 64.1 8
John Bell 9.2 9.5 9.3 8.3 8.5 9.2 9.2 63.2 63.2 7
Keith Sanders 10.3 10.6 10.4 9.7 8.6 9.7 59.3 59.3 6
Dean Partington 10.0 4.0 9.8 5.0 5.0 9.9 9.0 3.0 3.0 58.7 58.7 9
Brian Alexander 7.6 6.7 3.0 9.6 9.5 10.4 1.0 7.7 55.5 55.5 8
Kelly Thomas 8.0 10.0 9.4 9.3 8.9 8.7 54.3 54.3 6
Andrew Rippon R 9.6 4.0 10.4 8.7 10.4 9.4 52.5 52.5 6
Peter Jones 9.6 8.4 7.7 7.6 9.4 8.7 51.4 51.4 6
Dick Bolt 10.0 10.3 3.0 9.5 10.7 43.5 43.5 5
Giles Greenslade 9.5 9.4 10.7 9.6 39.2 39.2 4
Peter Hart 11.0 10.4 5.0 10.0 36.4 36.4 4
Charles Knifton 8.4 10.6 1.0 9.7 3.0 32.7 32.7 5
Adrian Dommett 10.7 10.6 10.7 32.0 32.0 3
Colin Biles 8.3 6.6 9.3 R 7.5 31.7 31.7 4
Adrian Tucker-Peake 7.6 7.6 7.5 8.7 31.4 31.4 4
John White 7.5 8.7 5.0 9.5 30.7 30.7 4
Simon Groves 9.0 10.5 9.7 29.2 29.2 3
Michael Chatwin 3.0 5.0 3.0 7.9 6.0 4.0 28.9 28.9 6
Nick Cross 8.6 10.1 10.1 28.8 28.8 3
Michael Leete 8.5 9.4 1.0 9.6 28.5 28.5 4
Kevin Barnes 0.0 3.0 9.6 6.0 9.0 27.6 27.6 4
Jim Walsh 6.5 6.6 6.5 7.6 27.2 27.2 4
Stephen Kenny 7.0 0.0 10.6 8.0 1.0 26.6 26.6 4
Andrew Martin 9.6 11.0 R 5.0 25.6 25.6 3
Nicola Butcher 6.7 10.4 1.0 7.5 25.6 25.6 4
Mal Allen 8.0 8.0 R 3.0 6.0 25.0 25.0 4
Russell Clarke 7.0 9.0 5.0 2.0 23.0 23.0 4
Stuart Highwood 3.0 8.4 1.0 10.0 22.4 22.4 4
Mike Workman 11.0 11.0 22.0 22.0 2
Nigel Jones 5.7 7.4 8.6 21.7 21.7 3
Reg Salway 7.6 5.0 8.4 21.0 21.0 3
Murray Montgomery-Smith R 2.0 9.4 4.0 5.0 20.4 20.4 4
Julian Lack 0.0 8.6 1.0 3.0 7.0 19.6 19.6 4
Tony Young 7.6 10.5 18.1 18.1 2
Ryan Tonkin 8.6 9.2 17.8 17.8 2
John Wilton 6.5 9.2 1.0 16.7 16.7 3
Paul Allaway 8.5 1.0 6.5 16.0 16.0 3
Paul Bartleman 8.0 8.0 16.0 16.0 2
Neal Vile 8.4 5.6 1.0 0.0 15.0 15.0 3
James Smith 8.6 3.0 3.0 14.6 14.6 3
David Miller 6.0 1.0 7.5 14.5 14.5 3
Richard Peck 7.4 6.7 14.1 14.1 2
David Symonds 8.7 5.0 R 13.7 13.7 2
Bill Rosten 9.7 3.0 12.7 12.7 2
Robert Hodgkinson 6.0 6.6 R 0.0 12.6 12.6 2
Eric Wall 7.5 5.0 12.5 12.5 2
Stuart Roach 9.4 3.0 12.4 12.4 2
Terry Ball 10.5 1.0 11.5 11.5 2
David Golightly 8.3 R 3.0 11.3 11.3 2
Philip Tucker 8.0 3.0 11.0 11.0 2
Tristan Burn 10.7 10.7 10.7 1
Rob Wells 6.6 4.0 10.6 10.6 2
Colin Perryman R 10.4 R R 10.4 10.4 1
John Ludford 9.0 0.0 1.0 10.0 10.0 2
Tim Whellock 7.0 3.0 10.0 10.0 2
Dean Yarranton 5.0 5.0 10.0 10.0 2
Anthony Andrew R R 9.4 9.4 9.4 1
Tim Foster 9.0 9.0 9.0 1
John Looker 8.4 8.4 8.4 1
Brian Andrew R R 7.4 R 7.4 7.4 1
Duncan Stephens 7.4 7.4 7.4 1
Philip Bovill 6.9 6.9 6.9 1
Alistair McVittie 6.8 R 6.8 6.8 1
Philip Roberts R 6.7 6.7 6.7 1
Michael Pocock 6.6 6.6 6.6 1
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